ABSTRACT
On the Evolution of Planets: From Bi-stability to Volcanic Edifice Instability
by
Matthew B. Weller

The Eastern Olympus Mons Basal Scarp (EOMBS) is conditionally stable when
the edifice contains pore fluid, and critically stable, or in failure, when the edifice
contains a dipping-overpressured-confined aquifer and mechanical sublayer at depth.
Failure of the fault bounded portion of the flank results in estimated volumes of material
ranging from 5600–6900km3, or 32–39% of the estimated volume of the “East” Olympus
Mons aureole lobe. We suggest that the EOMBS faults may be an expression of early
stage flank collapse and aureole lobe formation. Ages of deformed volcano adjacent
plains indicate that this portion of the edifice may have been tectonically active at
<50Ma, and may be coeval with estimated ages of adjacent outflow channels, 25–40Ma.
This observation suggests that conditions that favor flank failure, such as water at depth
below the edifice, existed in the relatively recent past and potentially could drive
deformation to the present day.
Coupled 3D mantle convection and planetary tectonics models are used to explore
the links between tectonic-regimes, the level of internal heating (Q) within the mantle,
planetary surface-temperature, and planetary lithospheric-strength. At high and low
values of Q, for moderate to high yield, hot and cold single-plate planets prevail. For
intermediate Q, multiple stable tectonic-states exist. In this parameter space, the specific
evolutionary path of the system has a dominant role in determining its tectonic state. For
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low to moderate lithospheric yield strength, mobile-lid behavior (a plate tectonic-like
mode of convection) is attainable for high degrees of internal heating (i.e., early in a
planet’s thermal evolution). This state is sensitive to climate driven changes in surfacetemperatures. Relatively small increases in surface-temperature can be sufficient to usher
in a transition from a mobile- to a stagnant-lid regime. Once stagnant, a return to mobilelid is not attainable by a reduction of surface-temperatures alone. For lower levels of Q,
the tectonic regime becomes less sensitive to surface-temperature changes. These results
indicate that terrestrial planets can alternate between multiple tectonic-states over gigayear timescales. Within parameter space regions that allow for bi-stable behavior, any
model-based prediction as to the current mode of tectonics is inherently non-unique in
the absence of constraints on the geologic and climatic histories of a planet.
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Chapter 1

1. Introduction
The work presented in this dissertation falls within the very broad framework of
planetary deformation, from regional 'smaller scale' planetary landforms, to large scale
planetary behaviors, which are often complex, and generally poorly understood. The
dissertation is formatted by scale, with topics of volcanic edifice instability addressed
first. This is then followed by topics in bi-stability and planetary evolution.
In these studies, the overarching theme is that of stability, or more specifically the
lack thereof. In chapter 2 the Eastern flank of the Olympus Mons edifice on Mars is
addressed within the context of flank stability analysis. From this in-depth geologic and
numerical analysis, conditions for Mars' recent past and edifice evolution are inferred.
Chapter 3 broadens the focus from a smaller scale volcanic edifice, to large scale
planetary behaviors. This chapter outlines the existence of multiple stable tectonic states
(or bi-stability) in planetary convective systems. The existence of bi-stable regions of
planetary parameters (e.g. yield strength) is shown from numerical experiments and a
theoretical rationale for the existence of such parameter ranges is presented. The concept
of bi-stable planetary evolution is further explored in chapter 4. In this chapter, bistability is considered within the context of planetary evolutionary scenarios and specific
evolutionary pathways. From this, the prevalence of multiple stable tectonic states over
planetary lifetimes, and the robustness and predictability of planetary tectonic states may
be inferred.
From these published works, the evolution of 'smaller scale' East Olympus Mons
Basal Scarp is complex and in large part dependant on Mars' previous hydrological
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budget. The edifice is conditionally stable if a weak substrate and aquifer exist at depth
below the edifice in the recent past. Increasing scale (temporal and dimensional) the
evolution of planetary convective systems is highly complex and non-linear, indicating
that the current tectonic regime is far from deterministic, and is a result of a complex
interplay of endogenic and exogenic forcings and feedbacks.
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Chapter 2

Eastern Olympus Mons Basal Scarp: Structural and Mechanical Evidence for Large
Scale Slope Instability
Abstract
The expression of the Eastern Olympus Mons Basal Scarp (EOMBS) is seemingly unique
along the edifice. It exhibits two slope-parallel structures: a nearly 100 km-long up-slope
extensional normal fault system, and a down-slope contractional wrinkle ridge network, a
combination that is found nowhere else on Olympus Mons. Through structural mapping
and numerical modeling of slope stability of the EOMBS, we show that these structures
are consistent with landsliding processes and volcanic spreading. The EOMBS is
conditionally stable when the edifice contains pore fluid, and critically stable, or in
failure, when the edifice contains a dipping overpressured confined aquifer and
mechanical sublayer at depth. Failure of the fault bounded portion of the flank results in
estimated volumes of material ranging from 5600–6900 km3, or 32 – 39% of the
estimated volume of the “East” Olympus Mons aureole lobe. We suggest that the
EOMBS faults may be an expression of early stage flank collapse and aureole lobe
formation. Ages of deformed volcano adjacent plains associated with the wrinkle ridges
indicate that this portion of the edifice may have been tectonically active at < 50 Ma, and
may be coeval with estimated ages of adjacent outflow channels, 25–40 Ma. This
observation suggests that conditions that favor flank failure, such as water at depth below
the edifice, existed in the relatively recent past and potentially could drive deformation to
the present day.
2.1. Introduction
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The Olympus Mons edifice, extending to an elevation of 23 km above its base,
towers above all other volcanoes in the Solar System. The nearly 600 km diameter edifice
is located in the northwest of the Tharsis Rise on Mars (Figure 2-1A), and is partially
bounded by an escarpment of up to 10 km height, known as the Olympus Mons basal
scarp (Figure 2-1B). Adjacent to the basal scarp are deposits that exhibit rugged lobate
morphologies, known as the Olympus Mons aureole lobes (Figure 2-1B). The aureole
lobes discontinuously extend hundreds of kilometers from the edifice. Both the
expressions of the aureole lobes and the structure of the Olympus Mons edifice exhibit
strong asymmetries, with the greatest extent and elongation to the northwest and the least
extent and shorter dimension to the southeast, respectively. The proximity of the basal
scarp to the aureole lobes suggests a causal relationship between these features [Harris,
1977; Lopes et al., 1980, 1982; Francis and Wadge, 1983; Tanaka, 1985; McGovern and
Solomon, 1993; Mouginis-Mark, 1993; McGovern et al., 2004a; De Blasio, 2011].
Limited resolution datasets in the past, however, have made it difficult to conclusively
demonstrate such a link.
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Figure 2-1:
A) Western Hemisphere orthographic projection of MOLA elevation data [Smith et al., 2001]. B)
Themis [Christensen et al., 2004] daytime IR mosaic of the Olympus Mons region. The study area is
highlighted by the red box. Eastern Olympus Mons aureole lobe is indicated by the blue box. C) 100
m contoured and slope map planar view of the Eastern Olympus Mons basal scarp (EOMBS, red
box) from HRSC derived DTM. D) HRSC [Gwinner et al., 2007] 3D DTM (created as a HRSC image
over a HRSC-derived DTM) of the Eastern Olympus Mons basal scarp (EOMBS, red box). White
arrows indicate extensional fault traces, and black arrows indicate contractional fault (wrinkle
ridges) traces.
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The origin of the aureole lobes that surround Olympus Mons are still debated.
However, the work of McGovern et al. [2004a], using topography data from the Mars
Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) greatly improved the characterizations of these
structures along the northwestern flank. Furthermore, McGovern et al. [2004a]
demonstrated that at least two of the aureole lobes, oriented to the north and northwest,
originated from the volcano’s flanks in large, likely catastrophic, landslide events that left
headwalls along the periphery of the edifice that now constitute the basal scarp. To date,
however, no direct observation of such edifice collapse has been made, and edifice failure
remains only one of several hypotheses that attempt to explain the formation of the
aureole deposits. In order to test and validate the flank collapse hypothesis, we use
constraints obtained through structural mapping and analysis, to develop plausible
subsurface configurations for use in slope stability analysis of the Eastern Olympus Mons
Eastern Basal Scarp (EOMBS).

2.1.1 Aureole Lobe and Basal Scarp Formation Mechanisms
Hypotheses for the formation of the Olympus Mons aureole lobes and basal scarp
naturally fall into two categories: volcanic products and flank failure. The first category
of formation mechanisms suggests that the aureoles are the products of volcanism, such
as pyroclastic or effusive volcanic flows [Morris, 1982; Carr, 1973; Morris and Tanaka,
1994] that were emplaced locally, i.e., from a source region immediately below the
deposits themselves that may have predated the emplacement of the Olympus Mons
edifice. In these models, the basal scarp of Olympus Mons has no direct relationship to
the aureole lobes. The directions of flow that can be inferred from the distributions of
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ridges within the lobe, and boundary features, allow for the identification of potential
source vents within the aureoles [Morris, 1982]. Analysis of Viking imagery indicated an
apparent absence of bedding within the aureoles. This led to the interpretation that the
aureole lobes were, “thick, easily eroded deposits typical of unwelded ash” [Morris,
1982]. Wilson and Mouginis-Mark [2003] further asserted that the ridges near the edge of
the northern-most aureole lobe had originated via explosive eruptions initiated by an
intrusion.
The second proposed formation mechanism is flank failure. Within this view, the
aureoles have been inferred to be material that is directly derived from the slopes of the
Olympus Mons edifice as either mass wasting events, perhaps catastrophic in nature
[Lopes et al., 1980, 1982], or as gravity spreading of local sediments or flank material at
low strain rates [Francis and Wadge, 1983; Tanaka, 1985]. Tanaka [1985] proposed that
ice served as a basal lubricant for gravity sliding. Other models of edifice failure invoked
the presence of liquid water via reconstructed paleoshorelines for a northern global
ocean, suggesting that the basal scarp may have been cut by wave action [e.g., MouginisMark, 1993; De Blasio, 2011]. Lopes et al. [1980, 1982] proposed that the large
submarine landslides off the Hawaiian seamount chain detected by Moore [1964] are the
closest Earth analogs in scale and morphology to the Olympus Mons aureoles.
Subsequent mapping of the submarine landslides and slumps along the flanks of
Hawaiian volcanoes [Moore et al., 1989], and mapping derived from the Mars Orbiter
Camera by McGovern et al. [2004a], showing layering within the northern aureole
blocks, strengthens the suggestion of Lopes et al. [1980, 1982] that both the Kilauea
landslides and the Olympus Mons aureole lobes are analogous features of volcano-
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derived landslides. In addition, geodetic, seismicity, and reflection seismic studies
strongly indicate the presence of horizontal/sub-horizontal basal detachment faults
(décollements) at the bases of the Hawaiian volcanic edifices, which in turn have
provided a means for the outward spreading of Hawaiian volcanic flanks [e.g., Owen et
al., 1995, 2000; Denlinger and Okubo, 1995; Morgan et al., 2000]. McGovern and
Solomon [1993] modeled stresses within edifices with basal detachments, and their
results support the suggestion that the Hawaiian landslides and the aureoles, linked to the
high-angle Pali faults on Kilauea and to the Olympus Mons basal scarp, respectively, are
analogous features. McGovern and Morgan [2009] further inferred that the geometry of
the current Olympus Mons edifice, with a prominent northwest-southeast asymmetry, is
consistent with that of a spreading volcano underlain by a basal décollement, and that the
primary spreading axis is oriented the northwest-southeast, with northwest-oriented
spreading most prominent (coincident with the largest expanse of aureole deposits).
Further, results of analogue modeling of gravity-driven deformation of Olympus Mons
are also consistent with the volcano being detached from its basement [Byrne et al.,
2013].

2.1.2 New Evidence for Flank Failure
Although improved imagery demonstrates a link between the aureole lobes and
edifice material, suggesting a catastrophic sector collapse [McGovern et al., 2004a],
structural evidence of an aureole-forming event within the scarp has not been discovered,
and of course no such event has ever been directly observed on Mars. Broadly, evidence
linking the edifice to an aureole lobe from an aureole-forming event would need to meet
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the following criteria: A clearly defined and continuous head scarp; linked along slope
failure planes (faults) with clear indications of extension within the slope, and contraction
along the toe; indications of large scale instability along slope; and a clearly identified
radially deposited aureole lobe. Here, we show that these criteria are met, and structural
evidence exists along the eastern basal scarp. Two approximately parallel structures
along the nearly 7 km high eastern basal scarp are identified as probable faults (white and
black arrows; Figure 2-1C,D). Borgia et al. [1990] were the first to identify some of these
structures along the EOMBS. They identified a wrinkle ridge compressional fault system
within the plains immediately adjacent to the basal scarp; however, given the coarse
resolution of the Viking orbiter data (150–300 m/pixel), they were unable to
unambiguously identify the corresponding fault system along the slope of the scarp face,
suggesting that it could be normal faulting. In contrast, Basilevsky et al. [2006] identified
both structures, the on-scarp fault, and downslope plains faults, as wrinkle ridges.
Additionally, Basilevsky et al. [2006] dated the age of the faulted plains adjacent to the
basal scarp through crater counting statistics, arguing that it is a young surface of less
than 50 Ma (≤ 30–50 Ma in the study region, and < 25–40 Ma southeast of the EOMBS).
This would imply that the deformation recorded here is one of the youngest recognized
events on the planet, and that it might even reflect ongoing processes.
The recent release of data products from the High Resolution Stereo Camera
(HRSC) aboard the Mars Express orbiter, with maximum and nominal resolutions of 2 m
and 10 m, respectively, has made digital terrain models (DTMs) with improved
resolutions of up to 50 m possible [Gwinner et al., 2007]. Using these data products, we
have re-examined the upslope and downslope fault systems discussed above. We
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interpret these faults in the context of a slope failure model, and determine the stability of
the edifice using limit equilibrium techniques constrained by surface observations.
In order to test the validity of these fault systems being linked and
bounding a large incipient landslide, we carried out structural mapping (section 2.2) of
the EOMBS to help identify and constrain sub-edifice structures and geometries. We then
ran numerical slope stability calculations on five transects (R1–R5; Figure 2-2), for a
wide range of possible sub-edifice structures, geometries, and mechanical properties, to
determine which configuration generates the greatest chance of failure (section 2.3).
From these analyses, we show that faulting locations are consistent with a landslide
model, and flank stability minima are best satisfied by the occurrence of a dipping
overpressured confined aquifer and mechanically weak sublayer at depth beneath the
edifice. We also discuss implications for the structure of the edifice and formation of the
aureole lobes through time.

2.2 Structural Observations and Characterization
We use three-dimensional HRSC DTM data product 1089_0000 [Gwinner et al.,
2007 and references therein] (DTM and image horizontal resolutions of 75 m, and 12.5
m, respectively; Figure 2-2A,B) supplemented by Context Imager (CTX) data [Malin et
al., 2007] (5.6 m/px horizontal resolution; Figure 2-2C) to map the region of the east
flank. The EOMBS exhibits two structures that are slope parallel to sub-parallel
bounding much of this region of the edifice (Figures 2-1C,D and 2-2A,B). The length of
the near-continuous upslope fault trace is ~100 km (green lines; Figure 2-2B). Observed
offsets along the upslope on-scarp fault system are on the order of 10–100 m, with a
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normal sense of slip. The DTM resolution of 75 m is insufficient to directly sample and
measure many of the offsets; however offsets can be estimated using visible faults in the
HRSC image, and the resolution of the HRSC DTM (~12–75 m). This system is bounded
on either side by radial tear faults [Borgia et al., 1990] (blue line), that cut both the scarp
face and the recent lava flows [e.g., Basilevsky et al., 2006].
The down-slope fault network is 160–200 km long (red lines) and modifies the
slope-adjacent flows and plains through broad arches and crenulations. Along-strike
variations for the 5 transects in the study region are shown in Fig. 2-3. Observed offsets
of the wrinkle ridges (measured from trough-to-ridge height) are on the order of 100s of
meters. Individual smooth plain structures in the study area to the north (e.g., R4 and R5)
have offsets on the order of 10–100 meters. These results suggest that the up-slope and
down-slope systems are normal faults and wrinkle ridges, respectively, consistent with
the findings of Borgia et al. [1990].
While the maximum scarp slopes indicated in Figure 2-1C may reach values as
great as 51°, this occurs only over a small region of the scarp itself, with average slope
values, measured from the upper plateau to the lower plains (terminating at the wrinkle
ridges), ranging from 19–35° (Figure 2-3) with the northern transects (R4, R5) steeper
than the southern transects (R1–R3). The normalized length-to-height slope profiles show
a remarkably uniform basal scarp. The toes of the slope show more distinctive and varied
morphology, likely due to modification of the slope toe and adjacent smooth plains by
lava flows and small, localized slope failures.
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Figure 2-2:
A) Map view and B) Structural mapping of the EOMBS from HRSC DTMs (75 m/px DTM, and 12.5
m/px image resolution) and C) CTX image (5.6 m/px) of region B1 (indicated by white box) from B).
Contractional wrinkle ridges are shown as red lines, extensional normal faults are indicated by green
lines, and radial tear faults are marked by blue lines, with U (up) and D (down) signifying the
relative vertical motion. Dashed lines indicate uncertain expressions of fault traces, and fault
markers (ball-and-stick on downthrown side of normal faults, and triangles on overthrust side of
compressional faults) indicate inferred direction of relative movement. Areas of small mass-wasting
events are indicated through dashed white lines, morphologic boundaries are shown by dashed
yellow lines, channels are dashed orange lines, flow boundaries and strongly pronounced individual
flow striations in C) are indicated by purple, and dashed purple lines, respectively. Flow and slump
events are indicated by purple arrows and “breached lava flows” (see section 2.2) are indicated by
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numbers 1–4. Letters indicate areas of specific interest: A1 indicates a large slump event (see
section 2); B1 (see C). HRSC DTM data product 1089_0000 (with resolutions of 75 m/px in the DTM,
and 12.5 m/px in the image, processed through HRSCview: Freie Universitaet Berlin and DLR
Berlin, http://hrscview.fu-berlin.de/). CTX image P11_005256_1985_XN_18N129W has a resolution of
5.6 m/px resolution

Several regions of the edifice show lava flows modifying the basal scarp. These
flows often interact with the normal faults that are ubiquitous along the upper slope
(region B1 Figures 2-2B,C). The crosscutting relationships between the flows and normal
faults appear complex, with flow paths both covering and cut by normal faults (Figure 22C). Additional lava flows can be seen to overprint the fault trace of the southern radial
tear fault (bottom Figure 2-2C) and the cliff face of the EOMBS, before terminating at a
lower-elevation normal fault, suggesting that the normal faults in this area cut both the
radial tear fault and the lava flows. This implies that the radial tear fault has not been
active in this portion of the edifice since the age of the last flow, and that at least some of
the flows and normal faulting may have been contemporaneous (~200 Ma) [Basilevsky et
al., 2006].
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Figure 2-3:
Elevation profiles of transects (Figure 2-2B), with the positions of normal faults (NF) and wrinkle
ridges (WR) marked. Normalized elevation traces with values H/Hm vs. L/Lm (where H is the
height, L is the base length, and m is maximum extent) are shown for all profiles. Vertical
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exaggeration (V.E.) for all profiles is ~2.4x. WR profiles and along-strike variation are generated
from the topographic profiles with regional slope included (center column), and removed for clarity
(right column). Red arrows indicate bounding faults

From limited exposures of layering along the edifice, flow thicknesses of ~6–100
m scale are evident. Several regions of the edifice exhibit what are inferred to be large
volumes of breached lava flows that breach the upslope plateau and copiously cascade
down onto the smooth plains (yellow dashed lines; Figure 2-2B). These regions of
voluminous outpouring show clear continuous flow striations that extend from the edifice
plateau, and continue to the leading edges of the lobes along the smooth basal plains.
Flow lobes in the central portion of the study area (2, 3 in Figure 2-2B) are cut by normal
faults, and lobes 1, 2, and 4, appear to be modified at their base by the wrinkle ridge
network along the smooth plains. Lobes 1 and 2 are partially overridden by lower plain
material associated with thrusting by wrinkle ridges of varying vergence (indicated by
triangle notation; Figure 2-2B), which define the boundaries of pop-up structures.
The southern portion of the EOMBS shows evidence for small-scale slope
failures, and possible landslide deposits (white dashed lines; Figure 2-2B). Additionally,
larger scale slumps appear to have occurred (arrows; Figure 2-2B). Each failure is
characterized by multiple arcuate normal faults along the headwall, and either large
debris aprons or downthrown blocks along the scarp face. The largest slump occurs
adjacent to lobe 2 (A1 in Figure 2-2B). Failures appear more developed in the southern
portion of the study area. Increased offsets along the wrinkle ridges, preferential deposits
of landslide debris, and slump blocks in the south of the edifice suggest past, small-scale,
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flank instability. The southern portion of the EOMBS may therefore be more unstable
and consequently have a greater chance of slope failure.
We suggest that the two identified fault systems bound a volume of material that
has the potential to fail as a coherent landslide through a linked failure surface. This
failure requires the up-slope fault system to be extensional, and the down-slope faults to
be contractional. Both the normal faults and wrinkle ridges record similar amounts of
offset, suggesting that overall deformation of the Olympus Mons eastern flank may be
accommodated by both fault systems in concert. The down-slope faults along the plains
units can be inferred to be the bounds of pop-up structures, the formation of which
suggests the existence of a detachment zone at depth. Using topographic data and limit
equilibrium approaches, we attempt to estimate the depth of the failure surface required
to match the physical expressions of deformation along the EOMBS, to test a landsliderelated origin for the basal scarp and adjacent aureole lobe.

2.3. Slope Stability Approach
Our ability to carry out detailed analyses of structural features and slope failure
mechanisms has been made possible by the availability of high-resolution HRSC DTMs
[e.g., Gwinner et al., 2007]. To carry out the analyses, profiles along the basal scarp,
perpendicular to the interpreted fault traces, are analyzed to estimate the stability of the
slope, given by the Factor of Safety (Fs). The Fs is the ratio of resisting to driving forces
within the slope, and is determined using limit equilibrium methods.
Broadly, a Fs >>1 implies that resisting forces are greater than driving forces for
the chosen failure surface and material properties, and the slope is considered stable.
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Conversely, a Fs < 1 suggests that driving forces are greater than the resisting forces, and
the slope state is considered unstable. A Fs ≈ 1 arises when resisting and driving forces
balance, and the slope is considered critically stable. The slope could either fail, or
become stable given minor changes to any parameter.
The limit equilibrium approach, explicitly assumes that the material at failure
obeys the Mohr-Coulomb criterion [e.g., Fellenius, 1926; Terzaghi, 1946], and is a
powerful tool for assessing slope stability. There are many different limit equilibrium
approaches (see Anderson and Richards [1987] for a review of these approaches), but
they must all satisfy overall force equilibrium, overall moment equilibrium, or both.
Given uncertainties inherent in remote sensing datasets (e.g. unknown subsurface
structure, material properties, etc…), we focus our analyses using methods that minimize
the number of unknowns. Given the previous uncertainties, we use the less rigorous
overall static force equilibrium approach of Janbu’s simplified method [Janbu et al.,
1956] and of the simple Wedge Method [e.g., Anderson and Richards, 1987] (hereto
simply referred to as Janbu’s, and Wedge methods, respectively) to probe flank stability.
Janbu et al. [1956] published one of the first routines for the analysis of a noncircular failure surface, although it is easily adapted to circular geometries (as has been
done for this work). This method uses a force equilibrium approach, and assumes that
both the moment equilibria and the sum of the interslice shear forces (shear force along a
discretized, or slice, boundary) can be neglected. Janbu’s method is non-linear and
iterative. The method can be strongly over-determined, and it should be verified against
other methods to check for consistency.
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The Wedge method is among the simplest of limit equilibrium approaches and is
particularly useful if there is a weak stratum included within, or beneath the slope
[Anderson and Richards, 1987]. As the name implies, the geometry assumed for this
method is that of a simple wedge. Its linear approach requires few assumptions, and as a
result, may avoid becoming over-determined. Due to its explicit calculation the resulting
Fs is likely to have greater errors, and may tend to overestimate Fs when compared to
Janbu’s method. Thus, we assume the actual Fs value as likely to fall between the two
methods’ results.
The constitutive equations for the two methods we use are:

∑ (cl + (P − ul )tan φ )sec φ
∑W tan α

(1)

Fs − wedge =

∑ (cl + (P − ul )tan φ )
∑W sin α

(2)

[W − 1

(cl sin α − ul tan φ sin α )]

Fs − janbu =

janbu

and

wedge

where PJanbu and PWedge are given by:

Pjanbu =

Fs

[cos α (1 + tan α tan φ

(3)
Fs

)]

and

Pwedge = W cos α

(4)

defining the normal forces acting on a slice, or discretized planar element along
slip surface (assumed to act on the center of each slice’s base), u is the pore fluid
pressure (where u = ρwatergz, with ρwater the density of fresh water, g is martian gravity,
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and z is depth below the surface), c is the cohesion, φ is the angle of internal friction, W
is the weight of the overlying material, l is the length of the slice along the failure
surface, and α is the angle from the horizontal to the failure surface. The equations are
calculated for n discrete slices over the slope volume. The non-linearity in Fs for Janbu’s
method (equations 1 and 3) requires an iterative solution. An initial assumption of
nonlinearity in Fs is assumed, and the method is iterated until the convergence criterion is
satisfied to account for the nonlinearity of equation 3. A discussion of the specific
mechanics of the convergence criterion and iterative methods used can be found in any
non-linear solver textbook [e.g., Kelley, 1995]. A simple schematic view of both the
geometries and variable definitions are given for Janbu’s (Figure 2-4A) and the Wedge
methods (Figure 2-4B).
We estimate Fs for a range of possible slope configurations. We first define a set
of upslope and downslope points that delineate the region that slip surfaces will be
generated within. Within the bounds of the starting and ending points, a series of nodes
are generated connecting the upslope to downslope regions via linked failure surfaces
(mesh) of differing depths (Figure 2-5a). The initial slip surface between nodes is defined
to give the maximum radius possible (greatest depth of the slip surface). The radii of this
circle is then decreased (shallowing of the failure surface), under the conditions that each
node considered falls on the circumference of the circular slip surface for all radii, and
the slip surface cannot breach the surface of the slope between the nodes considered. For
Janbu’s method the circular geometries are unmodified, and for the Wedge method the
circular failure geometry is modified to a wedge geometry. The slip surface is then
discretized into n number of slices, with n chosen to ensure that each slice intersects a
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cross section of the failure surface that may be sufficiently small to approximate a linear
slope (Figure 2-5b). We systematically test the stability of all portions of the slope by
assigning both node spacings (horizontal resolution) between slope points, and slip
surface spacings between failure radii (vertical resolution), creating a mesh of
overlapping runs, or a “bird’s nest” of failure surfaces. The nominal horizontal node
spacing is selected to be on the order of 75 m, the resolution of the HRSC DTM, and the
vertical mesh spacing is selected to be on the order of 100 m. These values allow for
between 1 x 104 and 1 x 106 individual slip surfaces to be generated per model, per
transect along the slope. The overlapping resultant slip surfaces are subsequently gridded
into cells, with each individual cell assigned the lowest Fs passing through its domain
(Figure 2-5). The cell gridding of the stability minima indicates coherent regions of
consistently low Fs, suggesting that lower stability failure surfaces are more likely to pass
through these sectors of the gridding space given the topography of the system and the
geometries employed. While slip surfaces that are more resistant to failure will also pass
through these sectors, they would likely not be the slip surfaces where slope failure
would initiate, and are not favored in our routine. Cell gridding allows for coherent and
self-consistent regions of low Fs, from multitudes of individual slip surfaces, to be easily
determined, independent of initial choices for slope geometries.
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Figure 2-4:
Idealized slip surface geometries and methods for calculating the Factor of Safety (Fs) using Janbu’s
(A) and the Wedge methods (B), where W = slice weight, T = resisting force acting on a slice, α =
angle from horizontal to failure surface, P = normal force acting on a slice, and l = length of slice
along the failure surface.
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Figure 2-5:
A) A generalized example of the slope stability search method is shown. While the circular
geometries that are used with Janbu’s method are indicated, the method is easily adapted to the noncircular geometries of the Wedge method. Potential slip surfaces (blue lines) are generated by linking
upslope nodes (constrained within the region of Point 1 – Point n) to each successive downslope node
via a range of linked radii, with a sampling rate controlled by the user defined nodes and vertical
spacing criteria. The results are displayed as cells and are assigned the value of Fs for each potential
slip surface that intersects that cell. In the case of multiple Fs intersecting a particular cell, the lowest
Fs is selected and the cell assigned that value (the green cell labeled “B”). B) A close-up the green cell
in A. Multiple slip surface with differing values for Fs and the discretization of the slip surface via
individual slices are shown.

2.3.1 Model Stratigraphies

Subsurface stratigraphy and strength variations can influence the Fs stability [e.g.
Anderson and Richards, 1987]. Given the absence of subsurface observations for Mars,
we test a range of plausible configurations and calculate the resulting Fs values.
Spectroscopic evidence for the existence of phyllosilicates at the surface of Mars
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[Bibring et al., 2006] provides support for the existence of a décollement that
accommodates basal spreading of Olympus Mons [e.g., McGovern and Morgan, 2009].
While phyllosilicate layer thicknesses are unknown, to minimize the number of variables
we assume these layers to be on the order of 1 km thick. We consider the effects of
thinner and thicker layers in the supplementary material (appendix A).
Several edifice stratigraphies for each of the previously defined transects (R1–R5)
are tested to match observed faulting locations: 1) a homogeneous rock mass and 2) a
weak 1 km thick sediment (i.e. phyllosilicate) layer placed within the edifice at an
elevation of 4.7 km (~ 2 km below the shield plateau, within the basal scarp), and at 0, 3,
and 5 km below the global reference datum. Throughout the paper, the term “weak”
refers to a layer of low cohesion material. Each stratigraphic model is run for dry (no
pore fluid pressure, u = 0) and hydrostatic pore fluid conditions (λ ≈ 0.3–0.4, where λ is
the pore fluid pressure ratio, defined as u / ρrockgz, and a value of λ = 1 is lithostatic).
The effects of pore fluids are resolved at the slip surface interface. The force balance,
taking into consideration pore fluid pressure and density, is summed over n slices.
Additionally, substrates that dip toward the edifice are considered to emulate flexural
effects [e.g., Morgan and McGovern, 2005a]. Model properties are summarized in Table
2-1 and outlined in Figure 2-6.
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Table1. Layer and sublayer model
properties
Mode
l

Water
Present

M1

Homogeneous

M1A
M2
M2A
M3
M3A
M4
M4A
M5
M5A

Homogeneous
sublayer
sublayer
sublayer
sublayer
sublayer
sublayer
sublayer
sublayer

Dry
Free
Standing
Dry
Aquifer
Dry
Aquifer
Dry
Aquifer
Dry
Aquifer

Friction
Angle (°)

Cohesio
n
(MPa)

Water/Layer
boundary
location
(Km)

3000

30

4

––

3000
2200
2200
2200
2200
2200
2200
2200
2200

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

4
4.7 – 5.7
4.7 – 5.7
- 0.5 – 0.5
- 0.5 – 0.5
- 2.5 – 3.5
- 2.5 – 3.5
- 4.5 – 5.5
- 4.5 – 5.5

Densit
y
(kg/m3)

Table 2-1:
Layer and sublayer model properties. Sublayers (models M2–M5) are regions of different
mechanical rock properties contained within the homogeneous rock mass of M1.
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Figure 2-6:
Schematic diagram of models M1–M5 (A-E) showing the central location of a weak layer (blue line),
the extent of the layer above and below the center point (double headed arrows), and the relevant
layer depth within the edifice. For simplicity, these models contain two materials: a mechanically
weak sublayer, and homogeneous volcanic rock mass.
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2.3.2 Mechanical Properties of Models

Models 1 (M1) and 1A (M1A) considers two end-member cases: M1 is setup with
dry homogenous properties whereas M1A features water present in the pore spaces
throughout the subsurface up to 4 km elevation [e.g., Fairén et al., 2003] along the 7 kmhigh scarp. Both end-member cases include a homogeneous rock mass with cohesion of 4
MPa and an angle of internal friction at 30°, consistent with Hawaiian layered effusive
basaltic volcanics [Okubo, 2004]. We assume a rock mass that is pervasively jointed,
fractured, and layered, with ρ = 3000 kg/m3. This value is lower than that reported for the
overall density of 3200 kg/m3 obtained by Lodders [1998] for intact Martian basalts, but
greater than values reported for effusive Hawaiian volcanics [e.g., Okubo, 2004] to
account for the higher density of Martian basalts. However, the effects of different
densities are negligible given the uncertainties in the datasets; a density difference of
± 200 kg/m3 results in a change in Fs on the order of 1% (see Supplemental material).
The density of water, if present, is 1000 kg/m3, and at hydrostatic pressure unless
otherwise noted.
Model 2 modifies M1 with a weak 1 km thick stratigraphic layer that is dry (for
model M2), and containing pore fluid (for model M2A). This layer is placed upslope
within the EOMBS at an elevation of 4.7–5.7 km above the global reference datum. To
test the effects of isolated pore fluids (in contrast to the inundated conditions outlined for
M1A), the pore fluid in M2A is confined from the top of the weak stratigraphic layer to
the base of the model domain. The weak layer has a cohesion of 0.3 MPa, an angle of
internal friction of 30°, and a density of 2200 kg/m3, roughly consistent with the physical
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and mechanical properties of a weak shale layer [e.g., Goodman, 1989], which is
analogous to the sedimentary Burns Formation at Meridiani Planum [Nahm and Schultz,
2007]. The remaining parameter space is explored by decreasing the layer depth, defined
as depth of the layer’s midpoint, to 0 km (for model M3), -3 km (for M4), and -5 km (for
M5) for dry conditions (and corresponding models M3A, M4A, and M5A, respectively,
for confined aquifer conditions), relative to the global reference datum.
Models with an overpressured (i.e. greater than hydrostatic pressure) confined
aquifer are also considered. In these models, overpressurization of the aquifer to the deep
layer cases is restricted at -3 and -5 km below the edifice (for models M4OP and M5OP)
to ensure that the aquifer would not be in contact with the surface, as the placement of the
water table in models M1, M2, and M3 may allow. The maximum pore fluid pressures
permitted in our models are superlithostatic (λ = 1.6). This maximum would likely be
associated with rapid tectonic events that could lead to a rapid increase in pore pressure
over very short time scales. The stresses involved would not be supported by the edifice
over any appreciable length of time, leading to the fracture of the rockmass, and the
immediate loss of water [e.g., Hanna and Phillips, 2006].

2.4. Factor of Safety Analysis of the EOMBS

We calculate Fs to examine edifice stability based on structural models
and previous interpretations of the edifice (e.g., Basilevsky et al., 2006; McGovern and
Morgan 2009). Contour plots from slip surface geometries and minimum Fs search
routines define coherent regions of low Fs that may be inferred to be the potential failure
region. Each grid cell, and consequently contour, from the search routine represents the
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influence of many individual failure surfaces, and not a single discrete failure plane. This
approach is weighted towards lower Fs on the principle that slopes are only as strong as
their weakest constituent, and initial failures will preferentially occur within weak
regions. As multiple low Fs slip surfaces intersect within a region of the edifice, the
probability that failure would occur at this location becomes enhanced within our model
space. While higher valued Fs also intersect in these regions, the failure surface would be
unlikely to utilize the higher Fs slip surfaces. The results summarized in Figures 2-7 and
2-8 (and the supplemental material for individual model runs) may be considered regions
of higher failure potential for a given set of individual model parameters. Each of the
models are tested for transects R1–R5. We compare the results of Janbu’s and the Wedge
methods to assess the stability of the Olympus Mons edifice.

2.4.1 EOMBS Without a Preexisting Weak Layer

The reference case of M1 is shown for Janbu’s and the Wedge methods (Figure 27A and B). All modeled transects indicate that the identified faulting locations from
mapping occur in regions of high Fs (> 1.6). From Janbu’s method the southern-most
transects R1 and R2 indicate the lowest overall Fs (~1.2–1.45). Fs increases towards the
central and northern regions of the edifice for transects R3 and R4 (Fs > 2), before
showing a decrease in the northern edge of the system (shown in transect R5, with a Fs ~
1.6).
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Figure 2-7:
A) Slope stability search results for Janbu’s (columns 1 and 3) and Wedge (columns 2 and 4)
methods for the dry homogeneous reference case M1 for (left 2 columns), and best-fit models
including a weak sublayer and nominal pore fluids for each transect, and for M2A–M5A (right two
columns) are considered. Only the single best-fit model per transect is shown. Contours show regions
of low Fs using the search algorithm outlined in Figure 2-5. Blue arrows indicate the location of
faults; a red triangle indicates presence of hydrostatic pore water within a confined aquifer. B)
Expanded view of model M3 for transect R1 using Janbu’s and the Wedge method. Failure surfaces
with the lowest Fs (red dashed lines), from the search algorithm outlined in Figure 2-5, are plotted on
the overall Fs contour plots, highlighting the similarities and the differences in derived failure
surface geometry and Fs between the models. In the case of Janbu’s method, an inslope restricted
upper (ub) and lower (lb) branch Fs is indicated.

The Wedge method generally predicts geometries similar to those determined
from Janbu’s method, although the former approach favors broader (less small-scale
variation) contours, and indicates greater values of Fs (~30% greater than Janbu’s
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method). All transects are found to yield Fs > 1.9. All mapped faulting locations occur
within broad regions of relatively low Fs, which largely consist of the entire near-surface
portion of the edifice, leading to an inconclusive match for faulting locations.
The inundated water configuration (M1A) generally lowers the Fs values relative
to M1 by ~30%, but preserves the general pattern of Fs geometries for both Janbu’s and
Wedge methods through a reduction in relative density. These conditions, using Janbu’s
approach, predict that transects R1 and R2 would be in failure, and R5 would approach
failure. In contrast, only transect R2 would be near failure following the Wedge method.
However, similarly to the dry Wedge method results, predicted failure locations from the
Wedge methods inundated water configuration are poorly matched to the mapped fault
locations.

2.4.2 EOMBS With a Preexisting Weak Layer and Pore Fluid

We consider models including a weak substrate at varying depths. Model
parameters for M1–M4 are summarized in Table 1. For clarity, results in this section are
described in relation to M1; the individual model runs can be found in the supplemental
material. In general for both methods, models under dry conditions show negligible
changes of Fs from the reference case M1 (Model 1 shown in the left two columns in
Figure 2-7A). The change in Fs between models, per transect from the reference case of
M1, reaches a maximum of ~ -0.3 for M3, while Fs of M2, M4, and M5 are largely
unaffected by the inclusion of a weak substrate. Moderate improvements in predicted vs.
observed fault geometries for M3 and M4 are suggested in the southernmost transects
only (R1, R2).
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The inclusion of pore fluids has the greatest effect on M3 and M4. In
M3A, using Janbu’s method, transect R2 is critically stable (Fs ~ 1). Using this same
method, transect R3 is at ~80–100% greater than critical stability, transect R5 shows a
broad weakening of the slope by ~17%, and the agreement between faulting locations
and Fs minima for both transects are largely unchanged from the reference cases. In
contrast, the Wedge method results for M3A suggest that transect R2 begins to approach
the critical value of Fs but this region remains broad, whereas transects R3 and R5 begin
to move toward conditional stability in the region of observed faulting.
Results from M4A for both Janbu’s and the Wedge methods, indicate that Fs
values along observed faulting locations are largely unchanged from M1. However, the
subsurface geometries for transects R1, R3, and R4 begin to show divergence, with a
partitioning of regions of Fs along both a deep, and shallow contour. This effect is greatly
enhanced in the Wedge method results of R1–R4, showing a second, much deeper (at
depth below the edifice) focused region of Fs minima at conditional stability that is in
excellent spatial agreement with the observed locations of contractional faulting.
M2 and M5 show minimal deviation from the homogenous reference case (M1).
All transects with sublayer thicknesses less than 1 km show negligible to no deviations
from M1, whereas thicknesses of 5 km show minimal deviations from the 1 km case (see
Supplemental material). These results indicate that a weak sublayer deeper than -5 km
below the edifice base, a weak sublayer within the edifice slope, or a weak sublayer of
less than 1 km thickness, will contribute only negligibly to the instability of the edifice
and to the expression of the surface tectonics.
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The best-fit models described in the previous paragraphs include sublayers with
pore fluid, and produce both the lowest overall Fs and the best fault matches, shown for
both Janbu’s and Wedge Methods (right two columns in Figure 2-7A). The best-fit
detachment depth (or, as a proxy, sublayer depth) is determined from the lowest Fs value
in the region of the observed faulting (lowest Fs contour at the location of blue fault
arrows for both the extensional and contractional faults). Best-fit depths occur at 0 km for
transects R1 and R2, -3 km for R3 and R4, and 0 km for transect R5 for both Janbu’s and
the Wedge methods (Figure 2-7A). This geometry, under these assumed model
conditions (pore-fluid content, sublayer depths, mechanical properties, etc…) indicate a
potential concave-up geometry along the circumference of the edifice (transects R1–R5)
for the detachment surface and sublayer depth, and is robust between methods (Figure 27B). While Figure 2-7A indicates increased goodness-of-fit for both a Fs approaching
unity and matching upslope faulting locations, transects R3–R5 (the northern face of the
eastern basal scarp) generally require deeper detachment depths in order to match the
observed wrinkle ridge locations. However it is much more difficult to explain the
upslope normal faulting, and the greater stability of the edifice in the North. Other
mechanisms such as overpressured pore fluid may be required for northern slope
geometries to be explained through flank failure.

2.4.3 EOMBS Destabilization from Overpressure and Dipping Décollements

The previous section described a southern region of the Eastern Basal Scarp at, or
within 30%, of critical stability but a northern portion of the Eastern Basal Scarp that can
be considered conditionally stable. This section explores the potential mechanism of pore
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fluid overpressurization to weaken the slope such that a near-critical Fs may be recovered
for regions of observed faulting along the entire Eastern Basal Scarp.
The results for M4OP and M5OP (overpressured to the maximum pore fluid ratio
of λ=1.6 using Janbu’s method) are shown in the two columns on the left of Figure 2-8.
These results indicate that deeper sublayers can exert greater influence on slope stability
if the water they contain is sufficiently overpressured (greater than hydrostatic). All
transects in these models show an increased agreement between locations of wrinkle
ridges and more narrowly confined regions of Fs minima relative to previous models
(contrast Figures 2-7 and 2-8). Additionally, all Fs minima decrease relative to previous
models: under an overpressured scenario, transects R1 and R2 are within 10% of critical
stability, transect R4 is within 20%, and transect R5 is within 40%. Best-fit layer depths
for all transects and methods show a planar detachment depth of -3 km. Normal upslope
faulting shows improved agreement from previous results with Fs minima for all transects
but R4. This is unsurprising as much of the edifice has undergone some form of mass
wasting and may be substantially modified.
The inclusion in these models of a sloping substrate, dipping 1° toward the
edifice, lowers the Fs by ~ 30% for nominal pore fluid cases, with the agreement of
faulting locations largely unaffected. A sloping substrate that is overpressured to λ=0.8 in
M4OP, M5OP (the two columns on the right of Figure 2-8) and dipping 5° toward the
edifice at a depth of -5 km predicts a slope near failure. Increasing the dip allows for
sublayers at greater depths to increasingly influence the surface tectonics. In general, the
inclusion of overpressured pore fluid and a dipping substrate show marked improvements
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between the locations of Fs minima and observed faulting locations, as well as a
pronounced decrease in flank stability.

Figure 2-8:
Slope Stability search results for Janbu’s method for deep (-3km, -5km) overpressured models
M4OP (column 1) and M5OP (column 2) at λ = 1.6, and an overpressured dipping detachment at λ =
0.8, dipping towards edifice at 1° (M4OP, column 3) and 5° (M5OP, column 4). Contours show
regions of low Fs using the search algorithm outlined in Figure 2-5. Blue arrows indicate the location
of faults; a red triangle indicates presence of pore water.
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2.5. Discussion

The results described above show that limit equilibrium analyses can account for
observed faulting locations along the edifice. The locations of the normal faults and
wrinkle ridges can generally be linked through a failure surface if the edifice is underlain
by a weak, relatively thin (~1 km thick) sublayer that has mechanical properties
consistent with that of a mechanically weak layer (possibly phyllosilicate) acting as a
confined aquifer. The best agreement between observed faulting locations and the
location of a failure surface that describes a critically stable slope is found with an
overpressured (λ = 1.6) sublayer that is horizontal, or with a gently dipping (i.e., 1–5°)
sublayer at lower overpressures (λ ~ 0.8).

2.5.1 A Comparison Between Methods

While both Janbu’s and the Wedge methods generally report similar results, there
exist differences as well. Janbu’s method results in Fs values that are typically ~25%
lower than those reported for the Wedge method, and tend to provide relatively poor
matches to the observed wrinkle ridge locations. While both Janbu’s and the Wedge
methods can indicate a partitioning of Fs minima into both shallow, and deeper regions
(e.g. Figure 2-7A), the Wedge methods partitions (transects R3 and R4 best-fit models
Figure 2-7A) tend to occur at much more shallow depths along the slope (near surface),
and at much greater depths below the edifice (~ -5km) than the partitioning of the Janbu
method (Figure 2-7B). The Wedge results can match both locations of faulting well, with
the normal faults occurring at the shallow portions, and the wrinkle ridges occurring over
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deeper failure surfaces. This second, deeper region of low Fs occurs from the effects of
the mechanically weak sublayer, which extends the likely region that contractional
faulting would occur out from the edifice. As Figure 2-8 shows, invoking significant
overpressures and/or dipping décollements allow for Janbu’s method to become
increasingly sensitive to the effects of the sublayer.
Structural mapping may provide an explanation as to why two discrete regions of
low Fs exist for Janbu’s method. Figure 2-2B along transect R2 shows a large block of
material has partially collapsed (downdropped block A1; Figure 2-2B). From the
mapping it is apparent that there is a shallow (along-scarp) slip surface along which the
block has moved. This shallow slump is in contrast to the much larger, deeper seated
edifice slip surface that can be seen in transect R2 for the M3A, M4A, and OP models
(Figures 2-7 and 2-8). Janbu’s method appears to preferentially capture the shallower
slump failure (Figures 2-2, 2-7), while the Wedge method appears to be relatively
insensitive to these small-scale failures, and instead favors the identification of the deepset large seated failures, that have higher Fs associated with them, with the notable
exceptions of transects R3 and R4 on the right side of Figure 2-7A.
These results indicate that for any slope failure, there are likely to be several
nested slip planes in operation during the failure process, and these slip planes may
record multiple failure events. A single slope stability approach, with its distinct set of
assumptions, and a single discrete failure plane, may be insufficient to capture all
potential slip surfaces, and as a result, multiple slope stability approaches may be
required.
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2.5.2 Implications for the Edifice Structure

Morgan and McGovern [2005a], McGovern and Morgan [2009], and Byrne et al.
[2013] found the structural geometries of Olympus Mons are largely consistent with that
of a spreading volcano. Their interpretations require that Olympus Mons is underlain by a
relatively thin and weak stratigraphic unit, consistent with the presence of a layer of
phyllosilicates consistent with spectroscopic detections of phyllosilicates presented in
Bibring et al. [2006]. The results of this work are in agreement with the assertions of
McGovern et al. [2004a] and McGovern and Morgan [2009], who concluded the
existence of pore fluid underneath the edifice is required to match observed fault
locations. Models that do not include pore fluid fail to reproduce many of the observed
faults along the transects, and this work further suggests that nominal pore fluid pressures
alone are insufficient to match observed faulting geometries. We find that models that
include pressures in excess of lithostatic (λ=1.6) with a flat substrate, or sublithostatic (λ
=0.8) with a dipping substrate, can greatly improve, and in most cases match to
observations, the predicted locations of faulting, where the lowest overall Fs values occur
(Figure 2-8). Pore fluid overpressures allow for deeper detachments depths along the
transects. However, superlithostatic pressures would be short lived, with pore fluids
escaping from the edifice catastrophically. The release of groundwater, perhaps
coincident with the deformation of the eastern basal scarp adjacent wrinkle ridges at < 50
Ma, could potentially form the estimated 25–40 Ma extensive channel networks adjacent
to and to the south of the eastern basal scarp (the periphery of this network is indicated
by channel along the basal plains in the SE corner Figure 2-2A,B). [Basilevsky et al.,
2006].
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The morphology of this unique portion of the Olympus Mons edifice, the EOMBS
with its slope-parallel normal faults and wrinkle ridges, is consistent with the existence of
a thin basal detachment, suggested from models of Olympus Mons as a spreading
volcano [Morgan and McGovern, 2005; McGovern and Morgan 2009; Byrne et al.,
2013]. Our models allow for its depth, thickness, and material properties to be estimated.
Verification of the existence of a basal detachment, with a minimum thickness of 1 km
and mechanically consistent with a phyllosilicate stratum, allows for insights into the
development of Olympus Mons in a number of ways. 1) The presence of a basal
detachment allows for the edifice to spread laterally, modifying slope geometries and
consequently slope stabilities through time; and 2) a basal detachment, linked to, and a
consequence of a spreading edifice, allows for the development of a zone of failure that
bounds a significant amount of material, with direct implications for the formation via
(catastrophic) collapse of the aureoles.
A cross-sectional view of the eastern edifice interpreted by Morgan and
McGovern [2005a] is reproduced, modified, and expanded upon in Figure 2-9. This
model invokes a gently dipping, possibly inactive, basal décollement extending away
from the edifice, from which a secondary décollement, along which spreading may occur,
daylights at roughly the same location as the observed wrinkle ridges. Our models
suggest the detachment underlying the wrinkle ridges occurs at ~ 0 km elevation, with
detachments 5 km below the edifice favored for systems with overpressured pore fluid
and inclined weak strata. The geometry of the detachment along the edifice, derived from
best-fit models (Figures 2-7 and 2-8), is generally concave-up for nominal pore fluid
pressures, and horizontal for overpressured aquifer and dipping detachments. The basal
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décollement geometry outlined in Figure 2-9 is consistent with analyses of thick
lithospheres, as inferred from tectonic and gravity studies [Thurber and Toksoz, 1978;
McGovern et al., 2002, 2004b; Belleguic et al., 2005].

Figure 2-9:
Cross sectional view of Olympus Mons as a spreading volcano (after Morgan and McGovern 2005a),
with a schematic structural interpretation of the EOMBS. Slope failure may take advantage of the
preexisting phyllosilicate basal detachment, through a shallow branch of this deeper detachment
nearing the surface, as suggested by pop-up structures (Figure 2). The model results allow for a
plausible range of detachment depths (0 to -5 km). Portions of the slope marked by 1 (above -3 km;
models M1–M3) indicate where pore fluid pressure may be the significant factor in destabilizing the
slope (denoted by solid lines) and matching the observed fault locations. Portions of the slope
marked by 2 (below ~ -3km; e.g. M4) indicate where nominal pore fluid pressures are insufficient
alone to destabilize the slope, or match the observed faulting locations (dashed lines), instead
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requiring overpressures to superlithostatic pressures. For these detachment depths, normal fault
bifurcations occur, and portions of the edifice remain conditionally resistant to failure under the
conditions of a horizontal décollement and sublithostatic pressures.

The observed wrinkle ridges, interacting at depth with the décollement, are
therefore the subsequent result of both landslides and gravitational spreading of the
edifice. In the eastern province of Olympus Mons, the basal décollement underlying the
edifice potentially must act against a regional slope from paleotopography and flexural
effects that likely inhibit further gravitational spreading of the edifice [Byrne et al.,
2013]. Under this scenario, continued gravitational collapse would eventually favor the
formation of a new offshoot from the main basal décollement that would occur at depths
below the edifice that are not strongly influenced by the current, and/or paleotopographic and flexural effects. The resultant configuration would buttress the eastern
slope and begin to retard the failure process in the region, perhaps offering an
explanation for why the western flank appears to have failed more catastrophically than
in the East.

2.5.3 Origin of Pore fluid overpressures

Excess pore fluid pressure was invoked in previous studies [e.g., McGovern and
Morgan, 2009] to promote spreading and, in this work, to cause slope failure. Results of
this study indicate that both dry, weak sublayers (M1–M5), and sublayers with pore fluid
at hydrostatic pressures (M1A–M5A), are insufficient to produce failure for all slopes
examined, thus requiring overpressure. In general, high pore fluid pressurization of
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martian aquifers may be accomplished by several mechanisms. Overpressurization may
result from:
1)

Aquifer compaction of sediments due to compression from overburden
[Hubbert and Rubey, 1959];

2)

Dehydration of hydrous minerals at high temperatures generating
groundwater of ~4% rock volume [Bjørlykke, 1996];

3)

Rapid climate change (warm early Mars to cold present-day Mars)
resulting in freezing and cryosphere thickening that may have
temporarily resulted in pore fluid pressures exceeding lithostaticpressure. [Hanna and Phillips, 2005]; and

4)

Tectonic pressurization of aquifers. Hanna and Phillips, [2006] found
that aquifers underlying Athabasca and Mangala Valles, after
experiencing single tectonic events, experienced pore fluid pressures
that exceeded lithostatic pressure.

The results of Hanna and Phillips [2006] are of particular interest. Our values for
superlithostatic pressures (λ=1.6) in the absence of a dipping substrate, and sublithostatic
pressures (λ=0.8) with a dipping substrate, may result from ground accelerations derived
from events such as deep-seated main décollement slip beneath Olympus Mons, large
and/or nearby impacts, or volcanic eruptions. High pore pressures are required to explain
faulting geometries along the EOMBS, and fall below the upper bound of λ ~ 2
determined for the regions of Mangala and Athabasca Valles [Hanna and Phillips, 2006].

2.5.4 Implications for Wrinkle Ridges Around Olympus Mons
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Wrinkle ridges are one of the most common landforms on Mars [e.g., Plescia,
1991, 1993; Watters and Robinson, 1997] and can be seen on the Moon [e.g., Lucchitta,
1976, 1977; Sharpton and Head, 1988], Venus [e.g., Kreslavsky and Basilevsky, 1998;
Bilotti and Suppe, 1999], and Mercury [e.g., Strom et al., 1975]. Analogous structures
also have been identified on Earth [Plescia and Golombek, 1986; Watters, 1988].
Although it is generally agreed these are compressional tectonic features formed by
folding and thrust faulting, there is no consensus on the number, the geometry, or the
maximum depth of faults involved. Moreover, it has been suggested that wrinkle ridges
are an expression of either thick- [e.g., Golombek et al., 2001; Montesi and Zuber, 2003]
or thin-skinned deformation [Watters, 2004].
The results of our slope and fault analyses along the EOMBS suggest that the
wrinkle ridges underlying Olympus Mons are expressions of the compressional toe of a
large proto-landslide, at least locally. Consequently, our 2D models indicate that the
depth of crustal penetration does not exceed 5km. Furthermore, the shape of our
calculated failure surface is more consistent with the model of a single listric fault as
shown by Watters [2004]. Our calculations therefore suggest that these wrinkle ridges are
expressions of shallow, thin-skinned deformation from a nascent landslide.

2.5.5 Implications for Origin of Aureole Lobes

The EOMBS is a unique portion of the Olympus Mons edifice. It is the only area
to date in which two slope-parallel fault systems (extensional towards the top of the basal
scarp, and contractional at its base) have been discovered. It is this discovery, with its
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unique fault geometry, that allows for a slope stability study to be conducted and
constrained by observations.
Our limit equilibrium calculations for the majority of transects along the EOMBS
show that the slope is likely conditionally- to critically stable, and that the observed faults
are a direct consequence of a proto-landslide. The volume of material bounded by the
inferred slip surface ranges from a lower bound of approximately 5600 km3 for a
phyllosilicate-like substrate at nominal pore pressures, to ~6900 km3 for deeper,
overpressured, and sloping substrates. These volumes account for approximately 32–
39% of the material estimated for the “East” Olympus Mons aureole lobe (Figure 2-1B)
by Griswold et al. [2008]. A decrease in the volume of potential aureole lobes over time
may be expected. As Mars ages, not only may eruptions and impacts be expected to
decline, but also the availability of water in the near subsurface would likely decrease. As
the forces that facilitate failure decline, the scale of the failure should also be expected to
decrease. Within this framework, it would be expected that the volume of the already
failed slope, deposited as the “East” aureole lobe, would be greater than the estimated
volume of material bounded by the incipient failure surface within the EOMBS.
On the basis of our results, the current basal scarp generally shows increasing
instability towards the south and increasing stability to the north along the EOMBS,
suggesting that the processes driving failure are more developed along the south, such
that this is where any failure would likely initiate. This observation is critical for
understanding A) how an aureole type event may initiate, and B) the implications for the
modification of the entire Olympus Mons edifice.
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The southern portion of the EOMBS can be shown, within error, to be critically
stable, while the northern portions are more resistant to failure. We argue that only one
portion of the edifice in failure may be required to initiate a large-scale flank collapse.
Once failure along the south initiates, this effect may propagate along the connected
failure trace, in effect “un-zipping” this portion of the edifice, allowing for total flank
collapse. This allows a relatively small portion of the edifice to drive the failure of a
much larger region.
The initial geometry of the failure surface has been shown to be controlled by the
topography and depth of the detachment layer, both of which are largely a consequence
of volcanic spreading. An examination of Olympus Mons (e.g., Figure 2-1B) reveals both
an asymmetric edifice and aureole lobes, with greater extents to the west and northwest.
This work implies that the east-southeast portion of the edifice, including the EOMBS,
has experienced less volcanic spreading, and is the expression of an early stage of flank
failure and aureole lobe formation. Asymmetries in sediment distribution and edifice
slopes, in addition to possible buttressing effects from the nearby Tharsis Rise, may play
a key role in role in regulating the relative expressions of spreading in different sectors of
Olympus Mons [Morgan and McGovern, 2005a; McGovern and Morgan, 2005].
The comparable volume of material estimated to be bounded by the failure
surface in the current basal scarp and that estimated to compose the “East” aureole lobe,
together with the strong agreement of faulting locations between observations and
modeling results with edifice slopes that are conditionally to critically stable, provide
strong evidence of a landslide origin for the basal scarp and aureole lobes of Olympus
Mons.
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2.6. Conclusions

Through structural mapping of the EOMBS and surrounding areas, and limit
equilibrium modeling of flank collapse, we can determine that the slope-parallel normal
faults and wrinkle ridges on the eastern flank of Olympus Mons are consistent with the
surface expression of a linked failure surface. Our models are able to identify the
existence, depth, and probable thickness of a weak substrate, mechanically consistent
with phyllosilicate sediments predating and as such, underlying, the edifice. Results
suggest that sediment thicknesses of ~1 km are needed, and these sediments, acting as a
décollement, allow for volcanic spreading [e.g., Morgan and McGovern, 2005a;
McGovern and Morgan, 2009], and landslides to modify the edifice. The landslide failure
surfaces appear to intersect, and appropriate a portion of the décollement at between 0
and -5 km depth, for nominal pore fluid and overpressured conditions, respectively.
Wrinkle ridges in the EOMBS region are therefore likely to reflect thin-skinned tectonic
deformation.
Models that do not include pore fluid in the weak substrate, or include a sediment
package less than 1 km thick, fail to reproduce the observed faulting geometries. This
finding indicates that not only must water present in a confined aquifer at the time of
faulting, but it likely needs to be at near-lithostatic (for dipping décollements) or
superlithostatic (for horizontal décollements) pressures. In the latter case, this
overpressurization may perhaps be the result of tectonic pressurization and/or ground
acceleration.
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Analyses of transects along the EOMBS show the slope is likely conditionally to
critically stable. The volumes of material bounded by the identified failure surface are on
the order of magnitude of the adjacent aureole lobes, with the potential failure volumes
ranging from 5600–6900 km3, or ~ 32–39% of the estimated volume of the “East”
Olympus Mons aureole lobe [Griswold et al., 2008]. The volume of this failure geometry
is controlled by the depth to the detachment layer and topography, both of which are
largely a consequence of volcanic spreading. We suggest that the EOMBS has
experienced less volcanic spreading than the rest of the edifice, and that this region is the
expression of early stage flank failure and aureole lobe formation. Conditions favoring
slip along the landslide failure surface, such as water available in the confined aquifer,
existed in the very recent past, and potentially could be driving deformation to the
present.
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Chapter 3

Hysteresis in Mantle Convection - Plate Tectonics Systems
Abstract
We use simulations of mantle convection with surface yielding to show that multiple

tectonic regimes are possible for equivalent system parameter values. Models with the
same lithospheric strength parameters and the same vigor of convection can display
different modes of tectonics. Within the region of multiple solutions, the evolutionary
pathway of the system is the dominant factor that determines the tectonic mode (e.g.,
whether mantle convection operates in a plate tectonic like mode). The extent of the
multiple regimes window is found to increase with the temperature-dependent viscosity
contrast across the system. The implication for models that seek to predict the tectonic
regimes of planets is that the temporal evolution of the planet needs to be taken into
account. A further implication is that modeling studies can lead to different conclusions
regarding the tectonic state of a planet, extra-solar planets in particular, despite the final
model parameter values remaining equivalent.
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1.

Introduction

Discoveries of large terrestrial (1 Earth mass (Me) to < 10 Me) extrasolar planets
have prompted a range of models to determine the viability of Earth-like plate tectonics
on these remote bodies [e.g., Valencia et al., 2006, 2007, 2009; O’Neil and Lenardic,
2007; Korenaga, 2010; van Heck & Tackley, 2011; Stein et al., 2011]. The models have
led to seemingly contradictory conclusions with some predicting that plate tectonics will
exist and others arguing that it will not.
The Earth is unique in this solar system in that it exhibits plate tectonics within an
active-lid mode of mantle convection. This regime is characterized by active surface
deformation, coupled to interior mantle convection, accommodated by brittle faulting
along plate boundaries, and associated horizontal surface motions. A more common
regime amongst planets and satellites within our solar system is stagnant-lid, which is
characterized by little to no horizontal surface motions. A transitional style between plate
tectonics and a single plate planet is also possible. This episodic regime is characterized
by periods of quiescence, punctuated with episodes of high heat flow and high surface
velocities. It has been suggested that Venus and Enceladus may be operating in this
regime [e.g., Turcotte, 1993; Fowler and O’Brien, 1996; Moresi and Solomatov, 1998;
O’Neil & Nimmo, 2010]. Extending this framework to super-Earths, several groups
concluded that a stagnant-lid regime should be favored [O’Neil and Lenardic, 2007; Stein
et al., 2011] while others predicted that these planets should be in an active-lid mode
[Valenica et al., 2007, 2009; van Heck and Tackley, 2011]. van Heck and Tackley [2011]
argue that the existence of this disparity is due to O’Neil and Lenardic [2007] not scaling
all parameters (e. g. Rayleigh number, internal heating, yield stress, and yield stress
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gradient) with the increase in planetary radius. We suggest another mechanism for this
disparity.
It has been known that nonlinear systems may contain regions of non-unique
solutions, but planetary convecting systems were long thought to not be affected by such
windows [e.g., Turcotte and Schubert,2005]. In this paper, we show that for the same
parameter values, multiple tectonic regimes are possible. We find that the transgressive
transition from active to stagnant-lid conditions occurs at a higher yield stress than the
regressive stagnant-lid to active-lid transition, and the extent of this hysteresis is
controlled by the viscosity contrast across the system. The implication for models that
seek to predict the tectonic regimes of planets is that the thermo-convective evolution of
the planet needs to be taken into account.

2.

Model and Key Parameters

The convective regime in the mantle of a planet depends on the Rayleigh number
(Ra) defined by:
Ra = gραΔTd 3 (κη0,i ) (1)

where g is gravity, ρ is density, α is the thermal expansivity, ΔT is the reference
temperature drop across the system, κ is the thermal diffusivity, d is layer depth, with

η 0 as the reference and η i as the interior viscosities. The reference viscosity is taken as
that of the surface, which is of fixed temperature. The interior mantle temperature is not
known a priori (it is part of the model solution). Therefore, the Ra based on internal
viscosity can only be calculated after the model has been run to a statistically steady
state. The temperature-dependant viscosity is given by:
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η = exp(−θT ) (2)
with:

θ = QΔT (3)
where Q is the activation energy. The convective shear stresses (τ) scales as:

τ conv ~ η i v δ (4)
where v is the velocity, and δ is the shear length scale, which is comparable to the mantle
depth [e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 2005; Solomatov, 1995]. The dimensionless form of
equation 4 is given by:

τ conv = (κηi d 2 ) τ ' (5)
To allow plates to form, we apply a yield stress criteria. We follow Moresi and

Solomatov [1998] and define the yield criteria as follows:

τ yield = c0 + μρgz (6)
where μ is the coefficient of friction and c0 is the yield stress at zero hydrostatic
pressure, or the cohesive limit. In non-dimensional form equation (6) becomes:
'
τ yield
= τ 0 + τ 1' z ' (7)

with the non-dimensionalized cohesion term given by:

(

)

τ 0 = d 2 κη 0 c0 (8)
and the non-dimensional depth dependent stress, or pressure term:

τ 1 = μρgRa (αΔT ) (9)
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with Ra defined using the surface viscosity. Equations 4 –9 allow us to link stresses
across the convecting mantle and into the highly viscous and rigid lithosphere.
We explore the effect of pressure dependent yielding on convective regimes in
2D, and 3D using CIITCOM, and CitcomS respectively. For all 2D cases reported, the
non-dimensional cohesion term in (7) is set to 0.1, the temperature-dependant viscosity in
(2) is set to vary from between 5 and 6 orders of magnitude, and the reference Ra is
defined using the surface viscosity, and is set to 10. Thus the Ra defined in terms of the
system base increases with increasing temperature-dependent viscosity (from a minimum
of 1e6 to a maximum of 3e7). 2D modeling domains consist of a 1:1 aspect ratio with a
minimum resolution of 64 x 64 grid cells and a 3:1 aspect ratio, with wrap-around side
boundary conditions, and a minimum resolution of 192 x 64 grid cells. 3D cases have a
temperature-dependant viscosity set to vary between 4 orders of magnitude, the Ra is
given at 1e5, and the modeling domain consists of a 32 x 32 x 32 grid cell resolution for
each of the 12 spherical caps. All 2D and 3D domains are free slip and have constant
temperature conditions at the top and base.

3.

Results

Figure 3-1 displays how increasing yield stress leads to regime transitions. As the
yield stress increases from the active-lid case, an “episodic-lid” regime is observed. This
regime is characterized by rapid pulses of lithospheric overturn, followed by periods of
quiescence. As the yield stress is further increased, the internal driving stresses are
insufficient to fracture the lithosphere into mobile plates, and the planet enters into a
stagnant-lid mode.
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To model distinct planetary evolutionary pathways, we run suites of parameter
simulations with both increasing and decreasing yield strengths. For each path, the result
of the previous higher or lower yield simulations serves as the initial condition for the
subsequent case. Results from a range of simulations are presented in Figure 3-2. The
transition from active- to stagnant-lid has a narrow range of yield stress in which episodic
behavior is observed.

Figure 3-1:
Thermal images from basally heated simulations showing a forward transition between regimes,
from active to stagnant through episodic-lid. Each simulation is dependent on results from previous
run.

A longer range of episodic behavior occurs when transitioning from high to low yield
stress states (regressive pathway; blue arrow in Figure 3-2). Episodic behavior occurs
predominantly in models with higher viscosity contrasts (e.g. 6x105 – ~106) and the
extent, in terms of the yield stress values, increases with increasing viscosity contrast. A
key result from Figure 3-2 is the divergent paths between increasing versus decreasing
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yield stress suites. This divergence is associated with a hysteresis gap in which multiple
tectono-convective regimes can exist at equivalent parameter values.
The hysteresis, or Tectono-Convective Transition Window (TCTW), is defined as
the difference in the yield stress necessary to 1) transition from an active-lid to a
stagnant-lid, and 2) transition from a stagnant-lid to an active-lid. As Figure 3-2 shows,
the TCTW widens with increasing viscosity contrast. Figure 3-3 further quantifies this
and indicates that the TCTW obeys a power law relation. The difference in transitional
yield stress scales with the viscosity contrast as Yw = 0.039Δη 0.419 .

The existence of a TCTW is robust for models that allow for mixed heating in
larger 2D domains (Figure 3-4a), and in 3D geometries (Figure 3-4b). The heating ratio
(H) is the ratio of the Rayleigh number for purely internally heated convection to the
Rayleigh number for pure bottom heating. The temperature-dependent viscosity contrast
for 2D is 3e5, and 1e4 for the 3D cases shown. A low viscosity region in the upper mantle
is also introduced. Over the top 25% of the 2D domain, the viscosity is lowered by two
orders of magnitude if the mantle temperature is above 0.4 of the total system
temperature drop. In 3D suites, a viscosity reduction by a factor of 30 is implemented in
20% of the domain in the upper mantle, immediately underlying regions of high viscosity
“plates” (grey zones in figure 3-4b). The width of the TCTW for the 2D 3:1 suites (a nondimensional value of 17) and the 3D geometry (a non-dimensional value on the order of
300) are larger than is observed for the pure bottom heating cases with an equivalent
temperature-dependent viscosity contrast (e.g., Figure 3-2).
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Figure 3-2:
Results for both increasing and decreasing yield strength from active and stagnant-lid cases plotted
against viscosity contrast. Open circles indicate active-lid; Closed circles indicate stagnant-lid; and
half filled circles indicate episodic-lid.

4.

Discussion and Conclusions

The connection between mantle convection and the tectonic regime of planet is a
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complex subject and many aspects are imperfectly understood. There are a number of
effects that have not been explored in our models, such as phase changes [Nakagawa and
Tackley, 2004], depth-dependant thermal expansivity [Hansen et al., 1993], as well

compressible convection [Debuffet et al., 1999]. Acknowledging that added processes
such as the above will affect quantitative results, our simulations do argue that transitions
between tectono-convective regimes cannot be predicted based solely on model
parameter values. The existence of multiple solution states means that the system allows
for a contingent zone within parameter space and, within this zone, the evolutionary
history will be a dominant factor in determining the tectonic regime.
To date, the concept that a planets evolutionary history can have an effect on its
tectonic regime is surprisingly absent within the exo-planet community. The idea that
evolutionary paths and history influence tectonics on Earth has been suggested [e.g.,
Gurnis et al., 2000]. More recently, the existence of multiple solution states in the

convective-tectonic state of the Earth has been argued for using an analytic approach
[Crowley and O’Connell, 2012]. The simulations of this paper support that conclusion
and show that the surface expression of mantle convection is dependant on the
directionality of the lid yield stress evolution (a history dependent effect).
The existence of a hysteresis gap (TCTW) can be anticipated based on two
scaling issues related to active versus stagnant-lid convection. The first relates to
convective stress levels. Active-lid models have a relatively thin conductive lithosphere
overlying the mantle. Thick conductive lids, as found in stagnant-lid models, are more
inefficient at heat transport. As a result, the interiors are much warmer than mobile-lid
counterparts. The increased internal temperature acts to lower mantle viscosity, and as
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outlined in equation 2, convective stress is proportional to mantle viscosity. Therefore,
one would not expect the same yield stress to usher in a transgressive and a regressive
transition between regimes for anything other than an isoviscous system.

Figure 3-3:
Width of multiple regime domains (TCTW) versus the degree of temperature-dependent viscosity
for the 1x1 basally heated cases. Yw is the non-dimensional width of the transition window (i.e.
mobile to stagnant transition (Ymst) – stagnant to mobile transition (Ysmt) yield strength). Dashed
lines indicate best fit extrapolation.

The other issue relates to the yield stress, and it also suggests that it should be
more difficult to move from a stagnant to an active-lid regime, than from an active to a
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stagnant-lid regime. This can be shown from the yield stress scaling relationships for
active-lid ( Ym ), and stagnant-lid ( Ys ) cases. For a low cohesion material the yield stress
(equation 7) reduces to τ yield = τ 1 z , or τ yield ∝ δ m μρg where δ m is the lid thickness
(i.e., the thickness of the lithosphere). The lid thickness varies as δ m ∝ Ra −1 / 3 for
mobile-lid, and δ s ∝ Ra −1 / 3θ 4 / 3 = Ra −1 / 3 ln(Δη ) 4 / 3 for stagnant-lid cases [e.g.,
Solomatov, 1995]. This predicts that Ym < Ys for a non-isoviscous system.

Figure 3-4:
Results from mixed heating simulations showing that for the same control parameters, an active and
a stagnant-lid regime exist in more complex 3:1 2D “boxes” (A) and 3D spherical domains (B).
Thermal profiles from the 2D suites given have a viscosity contrast set to 3e5, and viscosity is depth
dependant. The spherical case shown indicates regions of high viscosity “plates” (grey shells), regions
of upwelling material (yellow bands), and thermal profiles from the CMB to surface. The viscosity
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contrast is set to 1e4, and is depth dependant. Both simulations have the same control parameter
values but different histories in terms of increasing versus decreasing yield stress.

Our results highlight the difficulty of predicting convective regimes throughout
this solar system for situations in which geologic history constraints become rare, let
alone in extra-solar systems were, at present, no such constraints exist. Figure 3-2
predicts that the TCTW is expected to widen for more energetic convection (a conclusion
that is qualitatively consistent with the analytic results of Crowley and O’Connell
[2012]). In respect to super-Earths, the TCTW might be expected to be quite large. Thus,
the range of non-unique solutions can become expansive. Using the power law fit in
Figure 3-3, a range of TCTW from 0, for isoviscous convection, upwards to 604, for a
viscosity contrast of 1010, is predicted. Thus, for larger planets, the TCTW becomes an
increasingly important process to consider.
To summarize, different tectonic states are possible for the same planetary
parameter values. Within the region of multiple solution states the evolutionary pathway
of the system is the dominant factor that determines the tectonic mode. Models that do
not acknowledge the potential of this history dependent effect can reasonably only
discover one of the three possible tectono-convective regimes that a planet may be
operating in. This affects the ability of such models to predict the regime of ~ 1 Me sized
planets, let alone super massive terrestrial planets. It also suggests that the specifics of
how an Earth-like model is scaled up to represent a larger planet can outweigh the effects
of physical and chemical parameters in determining the predicted tectonic state (e.g.,
different predictions are possible if the initial state is taken to be stagnant-lid versus
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active-lid). It is thus very possible that different modeling groups will be led to different
conclusions even if the final model parameter values (e.g., planet size, heat source
concentration, yield strength) remain equivalent between groups.
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Chapter 4

The Effects of Internal Heating and Large Scale Climate Variations on Tectonic BiStability in Terrestrial Planets
Abstract
We use 3D mantle convection and planetary tectonics models to explore the links

between tectonic regimes and the level of internal heating within the mantle of a planet (a
proxy for thermal age), planetary surface temperature, and lithosphere strength. At both
high and low values of internal heating, for moderate to high lithospheric yield strength,
hot and cold stagnant-lid (single plate planet) states prevail. For intermediate values of
internal heating, multiple stable tectonic states can exist. In these regions of parameter
space, the specific evolutionary path of the system has a dominant role in determining its
tectonic state. For low to moderate lithospheric yield strength, mobile-lid behavior (a
plate tectonic-like mode of convection) is attainable for high degrees of internal heating
(i.e., early in a planet’s thermal evolution). However, this state is sensitive to climate
driven changes in surface temperatures. Relatively small increases in surface temperature
can be sufficient to usher in a transition from a mobile- to a stagnant-lid regime. Once a
stagnant-lid mode is initiated, a return to mobile-lid is not attainable by a reduction of
surface temperatures alone. For lower levels of internal heating, the tectonic regime
becomes less sensitive to surface temperature changes. Collectively our results indicate
that terrestrial planets can alternate between multiple tectonic states over giga-year
timescales. Within parameter space regions that allow for bi-stable behavior, any modelbased prediction as to the current mode of tectonics is inherently non-unique in the
absence of constraints on the geologic and climatic histories of a planet.
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4.1 Introduction

The Earth is the only planetary body in our solar system with currently active
plate tectonics. Plate tectonics is characterized by horizontal motion of strong surface
plates. Surface motion is accommodated by localized rock failure along relatively narrow
plate boundary zones. For the thermal state of the planet, the critical aspect of plate
tectonics is that the cold surface plates participate in mantle overturn and cool the hot
interior. For this reason, plate tectonics is considered an example of mobile-lid mantle
convection (also referred to as active-lid convection). A more common regime
throughout our solar system is stagnant-lid mantle convection (i.e., single plate planet).
This regime is not associated with significant horizontal surface motions and the outer
rock layer does not participate in mantle overturn and interior cooling. There is also the
possibility of a transitional tectonic regime associated with episodic behavior. The
episodic regime is characterized by periods of quiescence (akin to stagnant-lid)
punctuated with rapid episodes of surface overturn [Moresi and Solomatov, 1998]. The
three modes of convection and surface tectonics described can potentially operate on a
single planetary body at different times in its evolution [O’Neill et al., 2007b, Weller and
Lenardic, 2012; Crowley and O'Connell, 2012].

As the Earth cools and internal energy sources are tapped, plate tectonics will
begin to wane and eventually cease entirely; the Earth will move from a mobile-lid into a
stagnant-lid regime. While the end state is agreed upon, the timing is not. The initiation
time of plate tectonics is also not agreed upon. Indeed, the nature of early Earth tectonics
remains hotly debated, with implications that extend to the current state of the planet
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[e.g., Davies, 1993; Calvert et al., 1995; Condie and Kroner, 2008; O'Neill et al., 2007b;
Stern, 2008; Moyen and van Hunen, 2012; Debaille et al., 2013].

Uncertainty about the initiation of plate tectonics on the Earth has been extended
into the realm of the extra-solar terrestrial planets, in particular those significantly larger
than the Earth (so-called “super-Earths”). Some groups have argued that a stagnant-lid
regime should be favored [O’Neill and Lenardic, 2007; Stein et al., 2011; Stein et al.,
2013] while others argue that these planets will be in a mobile-lid mode of convection

and tectonics [Valencia et al., 2007; Valencia and O’Connell, 2009; van Heck and
Tackley, 2011; Tackley et al., 2013].

Part of the difficulty in using mantle convection models to predict tectonic state
relates to uncertainties in the degree to which variations in internal heating and
convective vigor can affect the surface stress levels a planet experiences. Scaling
theories, based upon the simple example of a bottom-heated system, predict increased
convective stresses with increasing convective vigor (i.e. mantle Rayleigh number). This
effect translates to higher lithospheric stresses for larger planets and a greater potential
for plate tectonics [Valencia et al., 2007]. However, increases in the internal heating rate
of the mantle have also been shown to favor a stagnant-lid regime for a given planetary
size [O’Neill et al., 2007b, O’Neill and Lenardic, 2007; Stein et al., 2013]. In a similar
vein, it has been argued that an increase in the long-term surface temperature of a planet
can extend into the planetary interior and that the associated heating effect can initiate a
transition from active- to stagnant-lid tectonics [Lenardic et al., 2008; Landuyt &
Bercovici, 2009; Lenardic & Crowley, 2012; Foley et al., 2012].
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Recently studies examining transitions in the mode of planetary tectonics can be
divided into two categories. The first set contain those interested in how variations in
specific material and thermal parameters can affect the tectonic regime expressed [e.g.,
Moresi and Solomatov, 1998; O’Neill et al, 2007b; Lenardic et al., 2008; Landuyt &
Bercovici, 2009; Lenardic & Crowley, 2012; Foley et al., 2012]. The second set consists

of those interested in how the inherently non-linear behavior of the convecting system,
and differing evolutionary conditions, can allow for the potential of multiple stable
tectonic states for equivalent material and thermal parameters [Crowley & O’Connell
2012; Weller & Lenardic 2012; Lenardic and Crowley 2012].

Studies focusing on the effects of specific parameters on the tectonic regime have
explored the effects of changing lithospheric properties, e.g. yield stress [Moresi and
Solomatov, 1998] and changes in the internal properties of the mantle [O’Neill et al,
2007b; O’Neill et al., submitted]. Two groups have suggested that changes in the long-

term climate of a planet may result in tectonic transitions [Lenardic et al., 2008; Landuyt
& Bercovici, 2009; Lenardic & Crowley, 2012; Foley et al., 2012]. Both groups argue

that much warmer surface temperatures over geologic time scales may initiate the
cessation of plate tectonics. These results have potential applications to Venus, where the
possibility of significant fluctuations in the long term climate (both warming and cooling)
has been suggested [e.g., Solomon et al., 1999; Phillips et al., 2001]. Additional work has
extended this concept to warm exoplanets [Foley et al., 2012].
More recently, several studies have argued that the evolutionary pathway of a
planet is the dominant factor in determining the mode of tectonics that the system
expresses, as opposed to the particular material, thermal, and orbital parameters
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associated with the planet in its current state [Crowley & O’Connell, 2012; Weller &
Lenardic, 2012; Lenardic and Crowley, 2012]. Nonlinearities inherent in the tectono-

convective system lead to a hysteresis of states in which multiple regimes are possible for
the same planetary parameter values. The hysteresis window, defined as the range in
parameter space for which multiple stable solutions exist, was found to increase with
increases in the temperature-dependence of mantle viscosity and the vigor of mantle
convection, as expressed by a bottom Rayleigh number [Weller & Lenardic 2012]. Both
of those factors are expected to increase for larger terrestrial planets and, as a result, the
parameter space region associated with multiple stable states is predicted to increase with
planetary size. Within the hysteresis window, the final tectonic regime of the system (e.g.
mobile or stagnant) becomes a function of a planet’s specific geologic and climatic
history. Given that historical constraints are sparse to non-existent for extrasolar planets,
this implies that predicting the tectonic state of an extrasolar planet will become more
difficult as the size of the planet increases. This stands in stark contrast to the idea that
the potential for plate tectonics increases with planetary size and, as a result, plate
tectonics become “inevitable” for super-Earths [Valencia et al., 2007]. What is currently
unclear is how the hysteresis window depends on the level of internal heating within the
mantle of a terrestrial planet. This heating level can serve as a proxy for the thermal age
of a planet, and thus mapping the window as a function of the heating rate can provide
insights into how the potential of multiple tectonic states varies over the geologic lifetime
of a planet. This idea provides the initial motivation for this paper.
In this work, we evaluate the effects of changing levels of internal heating on the
tectonic regime of a planet using 3D mantle convection simulations. We also evaluate the
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degree of climatic driven temperature change needed to cause a transition from an activelid mode of convection as a function of the internal heating rate. As that heating rate can
serve as a proxy for the thermal age of a planet, this can give insights into how the
stability of plate tectonics, to large and long-lived climate excursions, changes over a
planets lifetime. We show that transitions in tectonic regimes have strong dependencies
on the history of the system, the level of internal heating in the mantle, and the value of
long-lived surface temperatures changes.

4.2 Models and Methods

We explore a model of planetary convection defined by the equations of mass,
momentum, and energy conservation, assuming incompressibility. The governing
equations, in non-dimensional form, are given by:

u i ,i = 0 (1)
− P,i + (η (ui , j + u j ,i )), j + RaTδ ir = 0 (2)

T,t + u i T,i = T,ii + Q (3)
where u is the velocity, P is dynamic pressure, η is the viscosity, Ra is the Rayleigh
number, T is temperature, δ ij is the Kroneker delta tensor, Q is the heat production rate, i
and j represent spatial indices, r is a unit vector in the radial direction, t is time, and the
form X , y represents the derivative of X with respect to y. Repeated indices imply
summation.
The Rayleigh number is defined as:

Ra = gραΔTd 3 (κη0,i ) (4)
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where α is the thermal expansivity, ρ is density, g is gravity, κ is the thermal
diffusivity, η 0 is the reference viscosity, and d is layer depth. ΔT is the reference
temperature drop across the system, given as: the temperature drop from the base of the
convecting layer to the surface (Ts-Tb). A Rayleigh number can also be defined using the
average internal viscosity of the mantle. The internal viscosity η i depends on the internal
temperature, which is not known a priori (it is part of the model solution). Therefore, Ra
based on internal viscosity may only be calculated after the model has been run to a
statistically steady state. The general form of temperature-dependant viscosity is given
by:

η = exp( −θT ) (5)
with:

θ = AΔT (6)
where A is the non-dimensional activation energy (given by A=E/RT, with E the
activation energy, and R the ideal gas constant).
Lithospheric strength is determined by the maximum sustained stress at the
plastic yielding to ductile flow transition. This can be calculated through a surface and
depth-dependent yield criterion:

τ yield = c0 + μρgz (7)
where μ is the coefficient of friction, c0 is the yield stress at zero hydrostatic pressure, or
the cohesive limit, ρ is the density, g is gravity, and z is the depth.
In non-dimensional form equation (7) becomes:
'
'
τ yield
= τ 0 + τ 1' z ' (8)
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with the non-dimensionalized cohesion term given by:

τ 0 = (d 2 κη0 ) c0 (9)
'

and the non-dimensional depth-dependent stress, or pressure term:

τ 1' = μρgRa (αΔT ) (10)
We utilize the 3-D spherical CitcomS finite element code [Zhong et al., 2000; Tan
et al., 2006] to solve the coupled system of equations that define the model. We employ

a temperature- and depth-dependent viscosity formulation with plastic yielding
(analogous to equations 8-10) in order to simulate planetary tectonics [van Heck &
Tackley 2008; Foley & Becker 2009]:

η=

η (T )

−1

1
(11)
−1
+ η yield

where η(T) is the temperature- and depth-dependent viscosity, and ηyield is the yield
viscosity. The temperature-dependant viscosity from equation (5) can be modified to
allow for temperature- and depth-dependencies:
⎛ ⎡ 1
1⎤⎞
− ⎥ ⎟⎟ (12)
⎝ ⎣T + 1 2 ⎦ ⎠

η (T ) = η0 d exp⎜⎜ A⎢

where T is the non-dimensional temperature and ranges from [0, 1] for the nominal
reference case. The pre-exponential factor η0d is a function of depth (d) so as to allow for
radial viscosity stratification in the mantle. Its value is set as: 10 at the near surface to
model an intrinsically strong chemical layer [e.g., Hirth & Kohlstedt, 1996; Korenaga,
2008]; a reduced viscosity upper mantle at 0.033; and a nominal viscosity lower mantle at

1 (Figure 4-1). A is set to 18.42 for all viscosity layers. The yield viscosity is defined as:

η yield =

σy
I

(13)
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where I is the second strain-rate invariant and σy is the non-dimensional yield strength
and is equivalent to τ ' yield in the model space. For the cases considered, we explore a
range of depth-independent yield strengths (the depth dependent term in equation 8 is set
to zero). When the yield stress is reached, the viscosity law switches to a plastic branch
with an effective viscosity given by equation (13). This formulation allows for localized
zones of lithospheric failure, analogous to weak plate boundaries.
To determine regions of parameter space that allow for bi-stable behavior, we run
suites of linked parameter simulations of varying surface temperatures (Ts), internal
heating rates (Q), and lithospheric yield strengths (σy) from either a stagnant- or mobilelid initial state. Model Ra, viscosity variation (Δη), and core-mantle boundary
temperature (Tb) are fixed, with: Ra = 1e5, Δη = 1e4, and Tb = 1. Model domains consist
of 32 x 32 x 32 grid cell elements for each of the 12 spherical caps, and boundary
conditions are free slip. Each simulation is run to a statistically steady state.
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Figure 4-1:
Illustrates the setup of our modeling space: A) schematic view of surface to core with major viscosity
stratifications, marked by – the intrinsically strong High Viscosity Layer (HVL) analogous to a
Chemical Boundary Layer, a relatively low viscosity Upper Mantle (UM), and a higher viscosity
Lower Mantle (LM); transition from UM to LM is marked by the Transition Zone (TZ); and
temperature boundary conditions between the fixed core mantle Boundary Temperature (Tb), and
the variable Surface Temperature (Ts); B) The imposed depth-dependent viscosity structure
modifying the temperature dependent viscosity formulation by the pre-exponential factor η 0 .
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Internal Heating

This section maps the effects of the internal heating rate on the potential of
multiple, stable tectonic states. Figure 4-2 shows the potential tectonic states identified
for the model parameter values covered in this section (variable Q, Ts=0). Two different
modes of stagnant-lid convection were identified. The cold stagnant-lid is associated with
low overall convective vigor (mantle motions become very slow such that convective
stress levels drop below the strength of the lithosphere). The hot stagnant-lid is
associated with high degrees of convective vigor and potentially large velocities.
Convective stress can still be low in this state due to the high internal temperature of the
mantle. This high temperature leads to a low internal mantle viscosity, which has the
effect of lowering convective stresses despite high velocities.
For non-dimensional lithosphere yield strength greater that 4.25e4, simulations
with high levels of internal heating (Q = 60) were found to be in a hot stagnant-lid
regime, with no potential of multiple stable states observed (determined by varying
simulation initial conditions for fixed parameter values). At Q values less than 6, there
were no indications of multiple stable states, and all simulations were in a cold stagnantlid.
To map the potential of multiple stable states at intermediate Q values, we
explored two simulation paths. For the first path, we started with high Q cases. For every
value of yield strength considered, we decreased the internal heating by values of 1, 2, or
5 (smaller values were used to isolate parameter space regions that allowed for multiple
solutions) and ran the simulation to a new statistically steady state. This new case was
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then used as the starting condition for the next incrementally lower Q simulation. We
also ran concurrent cases that started with lower Q values as the initial condition (the
second simulation path).

Figure 4-2:
Effects of internal heating on tectonic regimes. Internal heating (Q) is varied from high (60) to low
(0). Each run is dependent on the thermal output of the preceding run. Results shown are divided
into a viscosity plot (grey shells are regions of high viscosity “plates” and yellow bands are regions of
yielding) and thermal profiles from the CMB to surface. Systemically varying the internal heating
rates allows for the system to reside within a hot stagnant-lid for high levels of internal heating, a
Mobile-lid for intermediate levels of internal heating, and a cold stagnant-lid for low levels of
internal heating. Plate tectonics is an example of the mobile-lid state. A single plate planet is an
example of the stagnant-lid state.
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All initial condition cases were in a statistically steady state and all final cases were run
to a statistically steady state. These paths tested the sensitivity of the final state, at fixed
parameter values, to different starting conditions (slightly hotter or slightly cooler). The
different starting conditions are simply a way to explore the potential of different
evolutionary paths altering the final tectonic state of the system. They are not meant to
map specific physical and/or chemical planetary evolutions.
Results from model suites with variable yield strengths, greater than or equal to 4.25e4,
are shown in Figure 4-3. The results indicate the existence of a hysteresis effect linked to levels of
internal heating. The hysteresis window (Hw ) is defined as the magnitude of the region of
multiple possible tectonic states in the parameter space (Figure 4-4). For σy = 4.25e4 – 8.00e4,
the system is in a stagnant-lid for both high and low values of Q, with multiple tectonic regimes
possible for intermediate levels of internal heating. As σyield increases, Hw initiates at lower values
of Q. The Q value associated with Hw generally shows a shallow linear trend for lower to middle
strength lids (4.25e4 ≤ σy ≤ 7.00e4), and a steep decrease for stronger lids (7.00e4 < σy ≤
8.00e4) (Figure 4-4). σy ~ 7e4 is a hinge point in system behavior. For stronger lithospheres (σy
> 8.00e4) the system remains in a stagnant-lid for all values of Q considered.
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Figure 4-3:
Stable tectonic solutions and hysteresis space are shown as a function of both increasing and
decreasing internal heating. All yield strengths chosen ensure that the system is within a stagnant-lid
at high levels of internal heating (Q=60). Black arrows indicate decreasing heating rates, and blue
arrows indicate increasing heating rates. Open circles signify runs that are within a stable mobile-lid
regime, while closed circles indicate runs that are within a stable stagnant-lid. Each circle is color
coded to the internal heating direction.
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Figure 4-4:
Overview of the results in non-dimensional yield strength ( σ y ) and internal heating (Q) transition
space. The region of Multiple Stable Tectonic States (Hw), initiates at

σ y ≈ 4.25e4 , which

corresponds to the onset of stagnant-lid behavior at high levels of internal heating (Q=60). In the
region 4.25e4 ≤ σ y

< 7.00e4 , trends in the upper and lower limits of Hw space show a shallow

linear decrease of Q with
steepens, and by

σ y . At σ y ≈ 7.00e4 , the system hinge, the observed Hw space abruptly

σ y ≈ 8.00e4 transitions cease, shutting off the region of multiple possible tectonic

states. Hot and cold stagnant-lids are associated with high (e.g. Q ≥ 50) and low (e.g. Q ≤ 10) levels of
internal heating.

4.3.2 Surface Temperatures

This section maps the effects of surface temperature change on the stability of a
plate tectonic like mode of convection, as well as the width of a hysteresis window as a
function of the internal heating rate, lithospheric yield strength, and surface temperature.
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We select initial conditions that emulate a planet that is in a mobile-lid regime early in its
evolution (high internal heating Q=60 and σy < 4.25e4). Figure 4-5 shows the onset of
episodic- and stagnant-lid behaviors as surface temperature is increased. The critical
surface temperature that induces transitions to first episodic, and then stagnant behaviors
can be shown to scale as: Tsc ∝ − ln (σ y ). The transition from a mobile- to a stagnant-lid
has a narrow ‘window’ of yield stress in which bursts of episodic behavior can be
observed (σy values of ~4.25e4 – 3.25e4) directly before the system transitions into a
stagnant-lid regime. Longer lived episodic behavior begins to diverge from the stagnantlid trend at intermediate yield strengths (σyield = ~2.10e4 – 3.00e4). As Ts increases, the
range of σyield that episodic behavior occurs (determined from the difference between the
best-fit episodic and stagnant-lid transition lines) is found to increase linearly:
Δσ yield ∝ TS . The system ceases to transition between regimes for values of Ts in excess

of ~ 0.3 for any value of lithospheric strength due to the inability of the system to form a
high viscosity lithosphere.
We performed a suite of numerical experiments to illustrate the effects of
decreasing internal heating on the transition between tectonic regimes for high surface
temperature. Decreasing levels of internal heating shows a systematic shift in transition
parameter values (Figure 4-6 a-f). Decreasing the internal heating values leads to an
increase in Tsc for both episodic and stagnant-lid regimes. For example, decreasing
internal heating rates from Q of 59 to 55, 55 to 50, and 50 to 45, show that the critical
transitioning temperature increases relative to the previous transitioning temperature as:
ΔTs ~ 0.05, 0.07, and 0.045, respectively, for both episodic- and stagnant-lid transitions,
resulting in an increase in the slope of the transition stability field over time. Transitions
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between regimes cease for values of internal heating of Q ~ 30, which correspond to
extremely high values of Ts ≥ 0.3.

Figure 4-5:
Sensitivity of tectonic states to lithospheric strength and level of surface heating are shown for high
internal heating cases (Q=60). Green squares indicate mobile to episodic regime changes. Red
diamonds indicate mobile to episodic regime changes. Best-fit lines to data are shown for both
regimes.
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Figure 4-6:
Tectonic regime diagrams in change in surface temperature vs. lithospheric yield strength parameter
space for the three possible regimes identified: Mobile (blue), Episodic (white), and Stagnant-lids
(red). Lithospheric strengths below 1.0e4 do not allow for the formation and maintained of stable
plates due to the low strength of the lithosphere. Values for these weak-lids are not considered in the
temperature plots (no plates regions). Figures 4-6a-f illustrate how the regime diagrams change as a
function of decreasing internal heat production: a) Young early planet with high heat production (Q
= 60); b) Early stage ageing of planet (Q = 59); c) progressivity decreasing heat production (Q = 55);
d) progressivity decreasing heat production (Q = 50); e) End of early planetary evolution (Q = 45);
f) Schematic diagram showing inferred regime stability fields for a middle aged planet (Q ~ 35).
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Dashed line indicates the relative location of a viscosity ceiling applicable for all model spaces, above
which stable plates can no longer exist and classical theory and regime diagrams do not adequately
describe planetary behaviors. Thatched tan regions indicate relative parameter values in which
system behavior does not readily allow for the transition from episodic- to stagnant-lids to be either
uniquely determined (strongly sensitive to oscillations in the episodic regime), or determined before
the viscosity ceiling is exceeded, ΔTs ~ 0.3.

Upon entering a stagnant-lid, we explore the capability of the system to return to
a mobile-lid regime in response to decreasing surface temperatures alone. For each of the
fixed internal heating and yield strength values illustrated in Figure 4-6a-f, the surface
temperatures are decreased from Tsc using the preceding simulation’s thermal history as
the initial condition. In the parameter range of: 2.10e4 ≤ σy < 4.25e4 and 30 ≤ Q ≤ 60, we
find that while the system may transition into a stagnant-lid from a mobile regime
through an increase in surface temperatures alone, the reverse transition is not attainable
by a return to the original surface temperature. The width of the hysteresis window
associated with Ts extends over all values of surface temperatures explored.

4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Internally Heated Multiple Solution Space for Planetary Bodies

It has previously been shown that the tectonic regime of a planet depends on
internal heating rates, with the potential of transitions from stagnant- to episodic- to
mobile-lid regimes as the internal heating rate declines [O’Neill et al., 2007b; O’Neill et
al., submitted]. This study has extended the exploration of internal heating effects by

mapping out the parameter value ranges of multiple stable tectonic states as a function of
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internal heating. The work of Weller and Lenardic [2012] indicated that the width of the
hysteresis window scales as a power law of the viscosity contrast across the system
( H w ∝ Δη 0.419 ) for fixed Q. The new work herein indicates that internal heating rate also
affects the width of the hysteresis window (Figure 4-4).
At both high and low values of Q (Figure 4-3), no hysteresis effects are observed
for yield strengths ≥ 4.25e4. With all things being held equal, this indicates that the early
and very late to terminal stages of a planetary evolution should be characterized by
stagnant-lid tectonic regimes independent of a planets evolution.
Similarly, it should be anticipated that at high yields (σy > 8.00e4 for our
parameter range), the system's tectonic state should be history insensitive over its entire
lifetime. In this parameter range no hysteresis is observed as the lithosphere is simply too
strong to be mobilized by mantle convective stresses alone. This system will remain
stagnant throughout its thermal evolution.
While there exists what are effectively fixed tectonic end states for high values of
σy, in addition to high and low values of Q, the multiple possible states shown by the
hysteresis window Hw tend to exist in the intermediate parameter range, or alternately,
Hw would exist over a significant span of a planets thermal evolution. The span of Hw is
limited by the strength of the lithosphere, with the onset of the Hw occurring at
progressively lower values of Q as σy increases. This implies that planets within these
parameter ranges (upper portion of Figure 4-3) will exhibit stagnant-lids longer,
independent of evolutionary effects. The other critical implication is that plate tectonics
would not initiate until the later stages of the planets evolution. The length of mobile-lid
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behavior would likely be limited in bodies with highly depleted radiogenics. In these
cases mobile-lid solutions would represent a relatively short-lived phase in the planets
evolution. Plate tectonics, in this view, is not determined by an initial planetary formation
state but may readily be initiated in the middle to late stages of a planets evolution.

4.4.2 Climatic Induced Multiple Solution Space for Planetary Bodies

Our results indicate that a planet with a relative low lithospheric yield strength
(1.00e4 ≤ σy < 4.25e4 ) can be in a mobile-lid regime (plate tectonic like) for high
degrees of internal heating (i.e., early in its thermal evolution). However, our results also
indicate that such a state will be sensitive to climate driven changes in surface
temperature. Geologically long-lived surface temperature changes in the range of 1–5%
of the total mantle temperature variation have the potential to cause an early mode of
plate tectonics to become unstable. As the internal heating rate decreases, the tectonic
regime becomes increasingly insensitive to surface temperatures changes (Figure 4-6 af). For a planet with ~40% of its original internal heating rate, large changes in the
surface temperature (up to 30% of the total mantle temperature variation), while bringing
their own consequences for surface conditions, are not predicted to alter the tectonic state
of a planet under these model conditions.
As the system nears the Tsc it enters an episodic regime with large amplitude
oscillations in system behavior. To test the robustness of our system to surface
temperature changes in an episodic regime, we took the results from any specific episodic
simulation at the height of mobility and at the quiescent base of an overturn and used
them as the initial conditions for subsequent simulations. The choice of maximum or
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minimum mobility has no significant effect on Tsc for a transition to a stagnant regime
over the majority of parameter space explored. The exception was the area of thatched
tan markings in Figure 4-6 a-e. Within this region large oscillations in the episodic
regime introduce an added time-dependent effect for regime transitions. Transitions out
of the episodic regime now depend on when surface temperature changes occur along the
cycle of episodic overturns associated with the episodic regime. Additionally, within this
region rapid overturns prevent any appreciable, stable lithosphere from forming, or being
maintained. Theses models tend to evolve into a runaway episodic-lid state, where
neither true stagnant-, nor mobile-lids can form. We further tested the system sensitivity
to the manner in which surface temperature changes approach a critical value. Using the
same initial conditions, an increase of Ts up to a critical value, determined through small
incremental temperature increases, Tsc (e.g. Ts = 0.14, for σy =2.37e2), and an increase of

Ts exceeding Tsc (e.g. Ts = 0.145 , for σy =2.37e2), were compared. Results, in terms of
system behavior, were found to diverge (Figure 4-7). This sensitivity leads to an increase
in the critical system transitioning temperature that would be determined for a transition
into a stagnant-lid. The difference is on the order of Ts ~ 0.01. This suggests that the
regime transition is sensitive to not only the absolute surface temperature value but also
to the manner in which it is imposed (gradual as opposed to relatively rapid). While this
sensitivity introduces uncertainty in terms of the absolute values needed for system
transitions, the relative trends in the transitions remained robust.
While surface temperature driven transitions from a mobile-lid to an episodic-lid
regime scaled as a natural log of change in surface temperature, the parameter range over
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which a longed lived episodic-lid regime was observed increased as a linear function of
the surface temperature. The implication is that for a mobile-lid planet transitioning into a
episodic regime, the duration of the episodic-lid, through the planets evolution, will
depend on the surface temperature. Initially cooler surface temperature planets would
exhibit a limited, short-lived ‘window’ of episodic behavior, while warmer surface
temperature planets could potentially experience a longer-lived ‘window’ of activity.

Figure 4-7:
Sensitivity of the system to changes in surface temperature such that

Ts > Tsc . System mobility,

defined as the Root Mean Square (RMS) velocity at the surface divided by the average RMS
velocity, is plotted on the Y-axis. Nondimesional time is plotted on the X-axis. Mobile-lid behavior is
witnessed for a mobility approximately ≥1, stagnant-lid behavior for mobility ≤ 0.1, with episodic-lid
behavior alternating between both regimes.

While Foley et al. [2012] showed that lower Ts tend to favor mobile-lids and
higher Ts tend to favor stagnant-lids, our results indicate that this is true only if the
system is evolving from a mobile-lid. If we relax the starting assumption and consider a
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system that has transitioned into a stagnant-lid at a Tsc , we find that the tectonic state will
remain in a stagnant-lid independent of Ts (e.g. return Ts to 0). The implication is that
finding a near Earth mass terrestrial planet with near Earth surface temperatures (i.e.
having the potential for liquid water in the habitable zone) will be insufficient to identify
the potential for plate tectonics. The thermal and climatic histories are required to make a
meaningful prediction.

4.4.3 Tectonic Transitions and Tectonic Bi-stability

Our results indicate that tectonic regime transitions, and the existence of
parameter regions that allow for multiple stable tectonic states, both depend on the
internal heating rate of a planet and on the level of surface temperature change it
experiences. While the physical processes inducing transitions can be from different
sources, both are tied to changes in internal mantle temperatures and the associated
changes in mantle viscosity.
As internal heating rates or surface temperatures change, the internal mantle
temperature will also change. As the viscosity-temperature relationship (Equation 5)
shows, a small change in T, leads to an inverse exponential change in viscosity. The
temperature change induced viscosity directly affects the convective shear stress, which
is a critical factor in determining tectonic regime transitions [e.g., O’Neill et al., 2007b;
Lenardic et al., 2008].

Figures 4-8a and b present a synthesis of our results (now dimensionalized using
Equation (9), with the d = 2866950 m, κ = 1e-6 m2s-1, η 0 = 1e22 (surface viscosity), ΔT
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= 3000 K, and a reference Earth based surface temperature of ~284 K. Given
uncertainties in the internal heating of the Earth – let alone other terrestrial planets – nondimensional Q can vary by approximately an order of magnitude. Due to this uncertainty,
Q is left non-dimensionalized in favor of general high and low heating rates). For a
hysteresis parameter space linked to internal heating (Figure 4-8a – ΔTs is assumed to be
0), multiple stable tectonic states do not exist for high degrees of internal heating. For
lower internal heating rates, the potential of multiple stable tectonic states does exist for
40 MPa < σy < 105 MPa, with both plate tectonic like and stagnant-lid behavior being
viable solutions for equivalent system control parameters.
For the ‘firm’ end-member case of a mobile-lid at high internal heating values, we
relaxed the assumption that ΔTs = 0. Figure 4-8b outlines the hysteresis parameter space
linked to changes in surface temperature. For temperatures increasing from that of an
Earth nominal value (~284 K), there exist two solutions branches: firmly stagnant-lid for
high yields (σy > 51 MPa) or high surface temperatures (Ts ≥ 600 – 1000 K, dependant on
Q and σy), and multiple regime space for lower yields (σy ≤ 51 MPa) and high surface
temperatures (Ts ≤ 600 – 1000 K, Q and σy dependant). While we did not rigorously test
temperatures below a nominal Earth low-end value (273 K), our numerical experiments
do suggest that transitions to a stagnant-lid regime, via changes in surface temperatures,
may be a one-way street. Once stagnant, the planet will likely remain stagnant through
this process alone (transition back to a mobile lid cannot be achieved by the surface
temperature returning to its initial value alone).
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Figure 4-8:
Diagrams showing regions of possible multiple stable tectonic regimes for a planet plotted for, A)
Yield Stress and Internal Heating rates parameter space; and B) Yield Stress and absolute Surface
Temperature parameter space in the mobile-lid regime of the Internal Heating parameter space
(Box labeled B in A). Decreasing Q values are shown for the Q=60 and Q=45 case to illustrate the
widening of H W space as Q decreases and larger surface temperature changes are required to
initiate transitions into stagnant-lids. Red Squares indicate the transition into a stagnant-lid for the
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increasing parameter range (increasing values of internal heating or surface temperature), and blue
squares signify transitions into stagnant-lids from decreasing parameter values (internal heating
only). Yield stress is dimensionalized following equation (9), with the d = 2866950 m,

η 0 = 1e22 (surface viscosity),

κ

= 1e-6 m2s-1,

ΔT = 3000 K, and a reference Earth based surface temperature of

~284 K. Q is left non-dimensionalized in favor of general high and low heating rates.

4.4.4 Implications of Hysteresis for Determining Tectonic State

We have shown that the predicted range of parameter values that plate tectonic
like behavior may occur over can differ by nearly 100% (e.g. from ~51, to ~97 MPa for
intermediate internal heating rates), due to the potential of bi-stable tectonic states. Our
models within the hysteresis/transition parameter space (outlined in Figure 4-44) indicate
that an initial stagnant-lid state may be a transitory regime, just as an initial plate tectonic
state may be, and that transitions between regimes can potentially occur over the lifetime
of a planet.
Bi-stable behavior is associated with a strong historical path-dependence on the
tectonic state, with regions of multiple stable solutions expanding with the energetics of
convection [Crowley and O’Connell, 2012; Weller and Lenardic, 2012; Lenardic and
Crowley, 2012]. The inclusions of internal heating and differing surface temperature

evolutionary pathways are treated explicitly in this work. These results expand the idea
that a meaningful determination of tectonic state, based solely on specific planetary
parameter values, may not be sufficient. For systems operating in regions of multiple
states, the evolutionary path and thermal/climatic history may well be the first order
controls on the mode of tectonics expressed at any given time, with control parameters
(e.g., a planets size and orbital characteristics) playing a secondary role. Within these
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states, there exists the strong possibility that either large perturbations (e.g. episodic
overturn, impacts), or smaller perturbations (e.g. assemblage of large continents, changes
in the degree of volatile cycling) can lead to the system jumping from one stable solution
to another. This introduces an added level of uncertainty in terms of using currently
observable planetary characteristics to determine the tectonic mode of extra-solar planets.

4.4.5 Uncertainties and Current Limitations

The driving factor of this study was to map the effects of changing surface
temperature and differing internal heating rates on the convective regime of a planet with
temperature- and depth-dependent viscosities. Given our primary purpose, there are
several effects that we have not explicitly considered in our models, such as phase
changes [Murakami et al., 2004; Nakagawa and Tackley, 2004], depth-dependant
thermal expansivity [Hansen et al., 1993], or compressible convection [Dubuffet et al.,
1999]. While we acknowledge that these added processes may affect absolute

quantitative results, it has been argued that they are not the dominant factors that effect
surface stresses [e.g. O’Neill et al., 2008]. To illustrate this point, O’Neill et al., [2008]
reported on the effects of phase transitions on surface stresses. They found no observable
systematic variation with the Clayperon slope.
Other effects such as the existence and nature of the asthenosphere [Höink et al.,
2012], compositional variations within the lithosphere (e.g. continents) [Rolf and
Tackley, 2011] and melt production [Armann and Tackley, 2012] are likely more

significant in affecting the tectonic regime of a planet. It has been demonstrated that the
asthenosphere may be fundamentally important in amplifying lithospheric stresses and
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plate generation [Richards et al., 2001; Höink and Lenardic, 2010; Höink et al, 2012].
Additionally the existence of continents has been shown to reduce the critical yield stress
for mobile-lid behavior by a factor of ~ 2 [Rolf and Tackley, 2011], and bursts of crustal
production caused by partial melting can destabilize the lithospheric, triggering overturn
events [Armann and Tackley, 2012].
In addition to the imperfectly understood processes noted above, there exist
additional uncertainties in the formulation of the temperature- and depth-dependant
viscosity utilized, and in the treatment of the yielding parameterization used in this work.
The formulation for yielding does not account for strain “memory” in the deforming
lithosphere, and consequently does not account for damage dependant rheologies [e.g.,
Landuyt & Bercovici, 2009; Foley et al., 2012]. Given the theoretical framework

developed in preceding work [Crowley and O’Connell., 2012], we argue the qualitative
trends shown in this work should remain robust, and these added complexities should be
examined in more detail in future work to determine the quantitative effects they have on
parameter values associated with regime transitions and with windows of bi-stable
system behavior. An added avenue worth exploration is a modeling approach that can
explore the two-way interaction between internal planetary dynamics and long-term
climate evolution self-consistently.

5 Conclusions

3D numerical experiments have been used to map regions of internal heating,
surface temperature, and lithospheric yield strength parameter space that allow for
multiple stable modes of tectonics. Within these regions, the tectonics state of the system
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will be a function of its initial starting state and its evolutionary history. Regions of
multi-stable tectonic modes are associated with intermediate levels of internal heating
(the mid-life of a planet in terms of its thermal evolution). For high and low levels of
internal heating, at moderate to high values of lithosphere yield stress, the system
mapped only allows for a single stable tectonic mode; hot stagnant lid (single plate
planet) for high internal heating (e.g. Q ≥ 50) and cold stagnant lid for low internal
heating (e.g. Q ≤ 10). For moderate yield strengths, the majority of internal heating
parameter space allows for non-unique solutions.
Our results indicate that an initially hot stagnant-lid can transition in tectonic
mode, and enter a region of bi-stability, as radiogenic heating decreases. The timing of
the transition is delayed as the yield strength of the lithosphere increases, suggesting that
plate tectonics can initiate in the later stages of planetary evolution.
For low to moderate lithospheric yield strengths (1.00e4 ≤ σy < 4.25e4 ), mobilelid behavior (a plate tectonic-like regime) can occur for high degrees of internal heating
(i.e., early in a planet's thermal evolution). However, the stability of a mobile-lid state,
under these conditions, is sensitive to climate driven changes in surface temperatures.
Relatively mild increases in surface temperature can be sufficient to usher in a transition
between tectonic regimes. As the level of internal heating decreases, the system becomes
increasingly insensitive to surface temperature changes when it comes to the initiation of
tectonic transitions.
Episodic behavior becomes a longer-lived mode of tectonics for higher values of
surface temperatures and/or weaker lithospheres, and shorter lived for decreasing values
of internal heating and/or stronger lithospheres. Systems transitioning through an
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increase in surface temperature would have a much higher likelihood of migrating
through a robust (long-lived) episodic-lid state, than systems transitioning through an
increase in lid strength, or a decrease in internal heating.
Our results indicate that while climate-driven surface temperature increases can
cause a transition from mobile- to a stagnant-lid behavior, the reverse transition is not
attainable by a return to the original surface temperature alone. Other mechanisms such
as lithospheric weakening would be required to return the system to a mobile-lid state.
For a young planet with high radiogenic heating, a small change in the surface
temperature may be required to cause a transition from mobile-lid to either episodic- or
stagnant-lid and a return to the original temperature, over the evolution of the planet, will
not cause the episodic or stagnant lid state to become unstable.
The implications of tectonic bi-stability, linked to surface temperatures and
internal heat production rates, further complicates the notion of predicting tectonic
regimes based solely on parameterized scaling laws, or based on running models
backwards (i.e., taking the current thermal state and reversing the system evolution). The
uncertainty inherent in the non-linear system, expressed as regions of multiple stable
solutions, indicates that historical data (e.g., initial conditions, geologic and climatic
evolution) are required in order to predict the mode of tectonics on a terrestrial planet at
any given time it its evolution. Given the current paucity of this data for the Earth and
beyond, and the indications that regions of multiple stable tectonic states are expected to
expand with increasing system energetics, any extrapolations to the mode of tectonics for
extra-solar planets are inherently non-unique.
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Appendix A

Supplementary Material to Chapter 2

Individual Model and Transect plots

Results for M1-5 (dry) and M1A-M5A (containing water) are shown for Janbu’s method
(S1A-5A) and the Wedge method (S1B-S5B). Model results are evaluated by: The
overall lowest Fs and the degree of agreement between faulting (normal and thrust)
agreements and lowest Fs.
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Figure A1A
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Figure A1B
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Figure A-1 A-B:

Slope Stability search results for the dry homogeneous case of Model 1 (M1) and the
northern ocean (free standing water to 4 km elevation) case of Model 1A (M1A).
Contours show regions of low Fs using the search algorithm outlined in the main text.
Blue arrows indicate the location of faults, red triangle indicates presence of water. A)
Janbu’s method results, B) Wedge method results
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Figure A2A
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Figure A2B
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Figure A-2 A-B:

Slope Stability search results for the dry homogeneous case M1 with the inclusion of an
upslope (5.2 km) weak sublayer Model 2 (M2), and sublayer containing fluid, Model 2A
(M2A). Contours show regions of low Fs using the search algorithm outlined in the main
text. Blue arrows indicate the location of faults, dashed box with red triangle indicates the
water table is present. A) Janbu’s method results, B) Wedge method results
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Figure A3A
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Figure A3B
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Figure A-3 A-B:

Slope Stability search results for the dry homogeneous reference case M1 with the
inclusion of an underlying (0 km depth) weak sublayer: Model 3 (M3), and sublayer
containing fluid Model 3A (M3A). Contours show regions of low Fs using the search
algorithm outlined in the main text. Blue arrows indicate the location of faults, dashed
box with red triangle indicates the water table is present. A) Janbu’s method results, B)
Wedge method results
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Figure A4A
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Figure A4B
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Figure A-4 A-B:

Slope Stability search results for the dry homogeneous reference case M1 with the
inclusion of an underlying (-3 km depth) weak sublayer: Model 4 (M4), and sublayer
containing fluid Model 4A (M4A). Contours show regions of low Fs using the search
algorithm outlined in the main text. Blue arrows indicate the location of faults, dashed
red triangle indicates the water table is present. A) Janbu’s method results, B) Wedge
method results
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Figure A5A
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Figure A5B
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Figure A-5 A-B:

Slope Stability search results for the dry homogeneous reference case M1 with the
inclusion of an underlying (-5 km depth) weak sublayer: Model 5 (M5), Model 5 (M5),
and sublayer containing fluid Model 5A (M5A). Contours show regions of low Fs using
the search algorithm outlined in the main text. Blue arrows indicate the location of faults,
dashed red triangle indicates the water table is present. A) Janbu’s method results, B)
Wedge method results

Factor of Safety uncertainties: mechanical properties

Our calculations for Fs, and failure geometries under different scenarios indicates
that the EOMBS is relatively insensitive to changes in dry stratigraphic layer properties
(e.g. friction, cohesion and density), and highly sensitive to the interaction of both a weak
sublayer and pore fluid.
The sensitivity of the stability analysis to reasonable variations in mechanical
rock properties is tested through 4 modified models: A) Existence of a water table but no
mechanical density/cohesion contrasts (model H1); B) Existence of a pore fluid
containing sublayer, where the porefluid is contained within the sublayer only as an
isolated (perched) aquifer (model W1); C) Increased density of modeled rock mass
(models P1 and P2); D) Variations in weak layer thicknesses (models Lyr1– Lyr 3); and
E) Variations in angle of internal friction (models Phi1 and Phi2). With the exception of
model H1, only results from transect R1 M3A will be discussed (H1’s conditions are
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better suited to be compared to R1 M1), but all transects and models previously
examined follow similar trends. Results are summarized in Table A1.
Model H1 explores the effect of a homogeneous rock mass with the same pore
fluid location of M3A. This model seeks to determine the effects of isolated pore fluid on
the stability analysis. That is, no variations in rock mass density or cohesion, but pore
fluid is retained at sublayer depths. The results suggest that there is a negligible change in
the Fs minima (0% and 2.6% for Janbu and the Wedge methods, respectively) and a
negligible change to the failure plane contours. The results show no appreciable deviation
from M1.
Model W1 explores the sensitivity of including a water table that is isolated to the
sublayer. The results show no appreciable deviation from M3A (Figure 2-8B) and that
models need a weak sublayer containing water to match observed faulting geometries and
Fs minima.
Models P1 and P2 explore the effect that increased density may have on the
stability analysis. These models directly use the configuration of M3A, and increase the
densities for condition P1: ρedifice=3200 kg/m3, ρsublayer=2400 kg/m3; and condition P2:
ρedifice=3400 kg/m3, ρsublayer=2700 kg/m3.These models examine the effects of
underestimated rock mass density (e.g. weight in the model setup). The results suggest
that there is a negligible change in the Fs minima from 0.5% to 1.1% for Wedge, and
0.7% for Janbu’s methods. Similarly to previous results there is a negligible change to the
failure plane contours. The results show little appreciable deviation from M3A.
Models Lyr1– Lyr3 explore the effect that changes in layer thicknesses may have
on the stability analysis. Following the previous examples, these models use the
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configuration of M3A: Lyr1 increases the thickness of the sublayer to 2km; Lyr2 and
Lyr3 decrease the thicknesses of the sublayer to 500 m and 100 m, respectively. The
results show that the Fs minima decreases modestly for both Janbu’s (~ 0.2%) and the
Wedge (~ 1.5%) methods for model Lyr1. As layer thicknesses decrease, both models
begin to approach the Fs for dry edifice conditions (M3), with Janbu’s method quickly
attains that value, and the Wedge method steadily approaches it. Similarly to previous
results there is a negligible change to the failure plane contours. The results show minor
deepening of the region of Fs minima for Lyr1, but little appreciable deviation from M3
for both Lyr2 and Lyr3.
Models Phi1 and Phi2 explore the effect that changes in the internal angle of
friction may have on the stability analysis. Following the previous examples, these
models use the configuration of M3A, and both increase and decrease the angle of
internal friction by 5°, to 25° for Phi1 and 35° for Phi2. These results show the greatest
deviations from the previous results with the higher angle of internal friction increasing
the value of the Fs minima by upwards of 70% for Janbu’s method and 80% for the
Wedge method. The lower angle of internal friction shows similar magnitude deviations
and the reduction of the Fs minima moving them towards unity. While the value of Fs is
quite sensitive to changes in the angle of internal friction, the geometries of the slip
surface show negligible changes and have little appreciable deviation from M3A.
All model mechanical tests largely agree with the previous results in Fs minima,
as well as geometries and extents of the failure planes. Models H1 and W1 indicate that
pore fluid pressure or a weak stratigraphic layer alone are insufficient, and that both are
required to explain the observed faulting geometries and the necessary low values for Fs
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that a slope failure process would require. Models P1 and P2 indicate that results are
relatively insensitive to changes in absolute densities, percent differences range from
0.5% to 1.1%. Models Lyr1–Lyr3 indicate that layer thicknesses of 1 km or greater are
required to begin matching failure geometries, and thicknesses less than 1 km are
relatively insensitive to water content. The greatest sensitivity to the value of the Fs
occurs from variations in the angle internal friction with percent differences from the
original Fs to the new Fs of up to ~14%, slip surface geometries remain robust.
These tests show that while the absolute value of the Fs may have as much as 14%
difference between parameter values, the geometries of the slip surface remain largely
constant. Given the uncertainties in the datasets, and the unknowns regarding the
edifice’s subsurface structure and properties, these results may be considered robust to
within 14% difference. This implies that a Fs of 1.36 and 0.79 may be indeterminate from
each other in this analysis (as can be seen from Ph1 in table A1), and as a result, both
may be classified as describing the same state, one whose range in values allow for a
critically stable state.
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Test

Method

Test Fs

Original
Fs

Percent
Difference

H1*
Janbu
Wedge

1.44
1.89

1.44
2.17

0.0%
-3.5%

Janbu
Wedge

1.36
1.55

1.36
1.55

0.0%
0.0%

Janbu
Wedge

1.40
1.58

1.36
1.55

0.7%
0.5%

Janbu
Wedge

1.40
1.62

1.36
1.55

0.7%
1.1%

Janbu
Wedge

0.79
1.25

1.36
1.55

-13.3%
-5.4%

Janbu
Wedge

1.87
1.88

1.36
1.55

7.9%
4.8%

Janbu
Wedge

1.35
1.46

1.36
1.55

-0.2%
-1.5%

Janbu
Wedge

1.45
1.70

1.36
1.55

1.6%
2.3%

Janbu
Wedge

1.45
1.80

1.36
1.55

1.6%
3.7%

W1

P1

P2

Phi1

Phi2

Lyr1

Lyr2

Lyr3

Table A-1:

Uncertainties (reported as percent difference) from variation of mechanical parameters:
H1 probes the effects of a confined water table at 0 km in a homogeneous rock mass (e.g.
no weak sublayer); W1 probes the sensitivities to water location and isolation; P1 and P2
probe the effects of an increase in densities on the Fs (ρedifice=3200 kg/m3, ρsublayer=2400
kg/m3; ρedifice=3400 kg/m3, ρsublayer=2700 kg/m3 , respectively); Phi1 and Phi2 probe the
effects of a change in internal friction angles on the Fs (25° and 35° respectively); Lyr1–
Lyr 3 probes the effects of variations in weak layer thicknesses (2 km, 500 m, and 100 m,
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respectively). Only results from transect R1 M3A are compared, with the exception of
model H1, which is better suited compared to R1 M1.
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Appendix B

Supplementary Material

Appendix of Bruces

This is an appendix of famous Bruces that may/or may not have been useful over
my tenure as a graduate student. This is fun.... and much harder than it looks to compile. I
spent longer than I should have on it. There aren't too many famous Bruces out there. To
my knowledge, at the time I built this appendix, all images are freely available and public
domain.
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Figure B-1:

Bruce Campbell (Ash; Evil Dead II). Source: http://i.kinja-img.com/gawkermedia/image/upload/s--AaScBSfd-/c_scale,fl_progressive,q_80,w_800/hhg7qklkyrw6rvzb7sws.png
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Figure B-2:
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Bruce Boxleitner (Babylon 5). Source:
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_VTt9TuQIjQ8/R9nsmDKLuaI/AAAAAAAAAfk/eBksfpOivT
0/s320/BRUCE+BOXLEITNER.jpg

Figure B-3:

Bruce Lee. Source: http://i.huffpost.com/gen/1254494/images/o-BRUCE-LEEfacebook.jpg
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Figure B-4:

Bruce Willis. Source: http://media4.popsugarassets.com/files/2013/07/17/950/n/1922283/9066b50a86800c1e_thumb_temp251687061
348749000.xxxlarge/i/Bruce-Willis-Movie-Trivia.jpg
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Figure B-5:

Bruce Springsteen. Source:
https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/616309367839678465/DhKZ15zJ.jpg
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Figure B-6:

Bruce Dern. Source:
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/sites/default/files/2013/11/187701125.jpg
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Figure B-7:

Bruce Wayne (Adam West; Batman). Source: http://www.teemingbrain.com/wpcontent/uploads/2012/09/Adam_West_Batman_1965.jpg
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Figure B-8:

Bruce Banner. Source:
https://howthehelldidienduphere.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/mark-ruffalo-hulk.jpg
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Figure B-9:

Bruce the Performing Artist. Source:
http://img1.wikia.nocookie.net/__cb20110315005428/familyguy/images/thumb/4/4f/New
bruce.jpg/500px-Newbruce.jpg
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Figure B-10:

Bruce Bruce. Source:
http://d1ya1fm0bicxg1.cloudfront.net/2015/04/promoted-mediaoptimized_55299c8ca8d4d.jpg
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Figure B-11:

Bruce Cabot. Source:
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fb/Bruce_Cabot_in_Sinners_in_Paradi
se.jpg
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Figure B-12:

Bruce Campbell. Source:
http://www.ew.com/sites/default/files/styles/tout_image_612x380/public/1447247813/Sc
reen%20Shot%202015-11-11%20at%208.15.34%20AM.png?itok=p2rTSsZ5
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Figure B-13:

Bruce Campbell as Elvis.. with JFK (Bubbaho-tep). Source:
https://culthorror.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/bubba_ho_tep.jpg
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Figure B-14:

Bruce Campbell. Source: http://i.ytimg.com/vi/PnNk1tI6tYg/0.jpg
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